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ABSTRACT 
In the footsteps of Ko and Wordie (1996), Lai, Ho and Lung (2000), 
and Davies, Lai and Tan (2009 forthcoming), this dissertation aims to 
arouse public interest in conserving colonial British war heritage in Hong 
Kong. It identifies the location of some existing bunkers, pillboxes and 
batteries on Hong Kong Island and presents the first attempt at a 
preliminary site assessment on the use of these ruins in selected areas like 
Wong Nai Chung Gap and Lady Clementi’s Ride in Hong Kong. It also 
demonstrates how aerial photos and survey maps help in locating military 
structures which are not always accessible on foot. Apart from the aerial 
photos and maps, site inspections were made to assess selected ruins. 
Also, relevant books and archives were studied to help a better 
understanding. 
 
Many ruins were demolished or are wasting away due to lack of 
proper management by the government (Lai, Ho and Lung, 2000). 
However, many sites assessed in this research were discovered to have 
crucial historical, architectural, landscape and tourism values satisfying 
the criteria for conservation suggested by Miner (1983).  
 
More attention should be placed on preserving war heritage and 
means should be devised to preserve military structures where there is 
potential for rehabilitation.





This research project is inspired by the heritage research of Professor 
Lawrence Lai and Dr. Daniel Ho. Due to great demand for limited land by 
a growing population, Hong Kong has undergone rapid post-war 
urbanization. Historical buildings which were often regarded as hindering 
new developments were demolished drastically. Many skyscrapers 
(International Finance Centre (IFC) has 90 stories, International 
Commerce Centre (ICC) has 111 stories) were built by both the 
government and the developers.  
 
New buildings all over the world look very similar and cities are 
rapidly losing their architectural uniqueness (Liu, 1992: 16). Hong Kong, 
with many tall new buildings, has been described as a “concrete forest” 
and a “cultural desert”. To distinguish Hong Kong from other 
international cities there are certain historical buildings and her natural 
landscape. Since historical buildings have critical historical, symbolic, 
aesthetic, cultural and authenticity values, sacrificing them for economic 
gains may not always be worthy.  
 
According to Poinsett (1983: 61), there are mainly four purposes for 
preserving heritage. The first is education. Historic preservation provides 
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a three-dimensional learning experience and significantly supplements the 
written word. In a properly presented and interpreted historic house 
museum, one can often gains insight into the life and times of previous 
individuals and groups. The second purpose is recreation. It is a great 
experience to visit historic sites seeing the unusual, quaint and often 
difficult ways in which people lived in an earlier age. Thirdly, heritage 
inspires people and can strengthen their concepts on nationalism. 
Nationalism is often installed and strengthened by gaining a better insight 
into who we are as a people and nation, whence we came and where we 
are headed. The fourth purpose which is much focused on by people 
today is related to economic benefits. Historically and architecturally 
valuable sites and buildings can always be rehabilitated into economically 
viable uses. This is the greatest challenge now that most of the historic 
preservationists are facing. Careful planning, creativeness, extra effort 
and most importantly are a state of mind that seeks alternatives to avoid 
demolition of heritage is required to achieve this purpose. These 
additional four purposes, are the most persuasive to preserve historic 
structure in Hong Kong. 
 
Hong Kong as a British colony was invaded by Japanese during World 
War II. An 18-day intensive hostility from 8th to 25th December 1941 
became part of the history of Hong Kong.  
 
Before the war started, British military engineers had built in Hong 
Kong a vast number of military facilities. They included batteries, 
bunkers and pillboxes for defence. Yet, since Germany was taking the 
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offensive to Britain, the British government had limited human resources 
for defending Hong Kong. In this situation, Hong Kong finally 
surrendered to Japan on Christmas Day in 1941. Many voluntary soldiers 
were sacrificed in this battle. 
 
But apart from bad memories, what has been left after the war? The 
passage of time has swept away most of the local memories including 
how people of various nationalities united and stood their ground in 
defending Hong Kong. The new generations of local people, many 
migrants and those born in China, have not known that colonial Hong 
Kong had experienced a battle. The remaining military structures played a 
part in this battle and are thus significant historical assets for conservation 
as a reminder of the past and lesson for the future. 
 
In Singapore, Henderson (2001: 24), colonial heritage has been 
recognized and employed by the government and the resident population 
to define and assert national identity, to attract tourists and for pragmatic 
reasons of practical necessity. Military structures built by Britain is one 
type of colonial heritage and believed to have the above benefits.  
 
However, different from the USA or the UK, Hong Kong has not 
integrated historic preservation into forward planning activities 
(Cullingworth 1997a, 1997b). Although there is an ordinance, the 
Antiques and Monuments Ordinance (AMO), protecting heritage in Hong 
Kong, town planners cannot rely on it to preserve historical sites (Lai, Ho 
and Lung, 2000). Indeed, only a few British military structures are 
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preserved under this ordinance. According to Lai, Davies, Tan and Yung, 
2009, among the 81 declared monuments, only four Imperial Qing forts: 
Tung Chung Fort, Tung Lung Fort, Fan Lau Fort and Tung Chung Battery 
are military sites. None of the colonial military architecture is statutorily 
protected. A few of these structures like Victoria Barracks, Stanley Fort 
and Whitfield Barracks are graded as historical buildings. Therefore, most 
of the World War II military structures in Hong Kong are not actively 
managed and are wasting away.  
 
According to Lai Ho and Lung (2000), the existing uses of these 
historically significant military structures in Hong Kong include:  
? Playing war-games 
? Barbecuing  
? Drawing Graffiti 
? Burning illegally 
? Unauthorized occupation by squatters  
 
Actually, many military structures in other places like Fort San Tiago 
in Macau have been rehabilitated in a way to provide financially 
rewarding adaptive uses and become tourism attractions. The Hong Kong 
government has also strived to produce one focus which is the Hong 
Kong Museum of Coastal Defence since 1993. Yet, the museum focuses 
more on pre-colonial local costal defence policies and structures and has 
only little information on Hong Kong’s Second World War defences.  
 
As the Hong Kong government has not systematically assessed the 
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existing military structures, the potential for developing the military 
architecture into tourism attraction has not been explored. There are still 
many intact military installations which can be rehabilitated into some 
rewarding use with better planning. Although structures have lost their 
military function they can, after rehabilitation, generate both economic 
and non-economic values for society. 
     
 Therefore, this has inspired me to carry out the research on 
preservation of disused military heritage. 
 
Objectives 
There are seven objectives for this research. 
1. To discuss the preservation of military architecture used in World War 
II in Hong Kong 
2. To document the history and features of military structures including 
bunkers, pillboxes and batteries on Hong Kong Island 
3. To locate existing military structures on Hong Kong Island 
4. To assess after-use of existing military structures on Hong Kong Island 
5. To evaluate the worthiness of preserving existing military structures on 
Hong Kong Island 
6. To make suggestions for rehabilitating existing military structures on 
Hong Kong Island 
7. To arouse public attention to colonial heritage 
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Organization 
There are five chapters in this dissertation. The present chapter is the 
introduction, which includes overviews on the need for heritage 
preservation, the need for preserving colonial military structures, and the 
objectives and organization of this dissertation. Chapter 2 is the literature 
review which includes the history of World War II in Hong Kong, 
preservation of military architecture in other places and Hong Kong, work 
done on the assessment of military architecture in Hong Kong and finally 
a review of the history and features of military structures on Hong Kong 
Island. Chapter 3 is the methodology used in this research. Chapter 4 
presents the findings and assessment of military structures on Hong Kong 
Island. It includes their existence and location on Hong Kong Island as 
well as several case studies for each type of military structure. The final 
chapter concludes the dissertation with limitations of the study and areas 
for further research. 
 
 




The History of World War II in Hong Kong 
 Without doubt, there is always a linkage between knowledge and 
behaviour (Carter and Grimwade, 1997: 46). The understanding of a 
heritage greatly affects one’s willingness to preserve the heritage. Since 
most of the new generations did not experienced the war, or even do not 
know the history of it, many bunkers, pillboxes and batteries have been 
accidentally demolished without realizing the historical significance in 
preserving them. Hence, knowing or recalling the history of WWII in 
Hong Kong beforehand is critical for changing their attitudes towards 
preservation of the remaining fortification sites.  
 
 
Background of Hong Kong as a British Colony 
 Before 1841, there was only one Chinese port where trading with 
foreigners was allowed. This port is situated at Guangzhou (Canton) 
which is not far from the Pearl River estuary. In order to expand its 
trading in China, Britain was looking for a good harbour on the doorstep 
of Guangzhou to establish a post for trading its roods. Hong Kong, 
located on the south coast of China with a unique and remarkable deep 
water harbour (Victoria harbour), was a desirable place for Britain and 
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was used during the opium trading period (Banham, 2003: 3).  
  
In 1842, coerced by the predominant British military power, China 
signed the extremely unfair one-sided Convention of Chuanbi (Chuenpei. 
One of the concessions in this treaty was to grant Hong Kong Island to 
Great Britain. The local British commander sent Captain Edward Belcher 
to lay claim to the island with his ship, HMS Sulphur, even with  
objection by the British Government. Belcher raised the Union Flag on 25 
January 1841 and started to establish the harbour as a naval base. No one 
at that time knew that this would lead to occupation by a foreign power  
one hundred years later (Banham, 2003: 3).  
 
During the years ruled by Britain, Hong Kong Island had active 
trading activities and rapid population growth, with not only Chinese and 
British, but also different races like Indians and Europeans. To expand its 
colony for accommodation for a growing population (other than from 
land reclamation), and for security reasons because Victoria harbour was 
vulnerable from attack launched from the hills of Kowloon, the British 
Government forced China again to grant part of Kowloon Peninsula that 
was the area south of a line (the present Boundary Street) drawn between 
Kowloon Fort and a point opposite to Stonecutters Island perpetually 
under the Treaty of Peking in 26 March 1860 (Banham, 2003: 4). To 
further prevent attacks from mainland China, Britain signed the Second 
Convention of Peking with China in 1989 under which China had to lease 
the New Territories to Britain for 99 years. Despite the fact that Britain 
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got all lands of Hong Kong from China, it had never imagined its 
sovereignty over Hong Kong would be lost 52 years later.  
 
 Because of being a British Colony, Hong Kong was equipped with a 
considerable amount of British style military structures 1  adding 
uniqueness to Hong Kong. 
 
 
Causes of the Battle 
 World War II in Asia was caused mainly because of Japan’s strong 
ambition to conquer the world. In the 19th century, due to more 
intercourse with Western countries, Japan had realized that it was inferior 
in technical and organizational aspects comparing with the West. To 
overcome this inferiority, it set prevailing European colonial powers as its 
models (Banham, 2003: 7). In January 1902, Japan became an ally of 
Britain under the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. In the following two years, it 
attacked Russia and emerged as the dominant power in the Far East 
(Banham, 2003: 5). However, Japan was still not recognized as a ‘Great 
Power’ which had equal prestigious status like Britain or America. Based 
on the Treaties of Washington in 1922, there were concessions made to 
Japan in limiting American and British fortifications in the Pacific, but 
with the balance of these in the ratio of 5:5:3 for capital ships for 
American, Britain and Japan respectively (Banham, 2003: 7).  
                                                 
1 The architecture of these structures may be influenced by European concepts. (Lai, Ho and Lung, 
2000: 17) 
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 In the 1930s, aggressive forces gained the advantage in Tokyo and 
this encouraged greater Japanese expansion ahead to Korea, Taiwan to 
China and South-East Asia. The following table summarizes the Japanese 
actions in China from Banham’s book: 
 
Table 2.11. Japanese Actions in China before the Outbreak of the War in 
Hong Kong 
1931 : Japan attacked Manchuria and set up the puppet state of 
Manchuguo. (Banham, 2003: 7) 
1932 : Japanese troops landed at Shanghai. (Banham, 2003: 7) 
1937 : Sino-Japanese war ignited by the Marco Polo Bridge incident 
and started on 7 July. (Banham, 2003: 6-7) 
1938 : Beijing, Nanjing and Shanghai had fallen. (Banham, 2003: 6) 
Japanese landed at Bias Bay in July and Guangzhou had fallen 
in the following 2 weeks. (Banham, 2003: 8) 
1939 : The border between China and Hong Kong became a 
flashpoint with intensive bombings by Japanese in Lo Wu. 
(Banham, 2003: 6) 
 
 Since Guangzhou which was next to Hong Kong was captured by 
Japanese, nothing could stop the Japanese invading south to Hong Kong. 
But why did Japan need to capture Hong Kong? There were reasons 
behind this based on Banham’s depiction. 2  Japan realized that the 
European powers and America would certainly not provide oil to it due to 
                                                 
2 See Banham, 2003, p.8. 
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its withdrawal from the League of Nations and the naval limitation 
treaties. Hence, the Japanese had to take the natural resources of 
South-East Asia. However, the oil they needed so desperately was on 
hand in Indonesia. Because of the lengthy distance between Indonesia and 
Japan, Japanese had to destroy the enemy naval structures first to ensure 
safe journey to Indonesia. They planned a series of assaults with the 
object of destroying Western naval power and bases.  
 
 Even under the American demand which asked Japan to withdraw 
from China, Japan continued their pre-emptive strike on several 
Anglo-American naval bases. Hong Kong which had been developed into 
a major naval harbour by Britain was inevitably involved in this brutal 
war. Japan’s supply of oil would only be protected once it had captured 
the two guardians of the South China Sea, Hong Kong and Manila. Thus, 
attacking Hong Kong was a vital strategy for Japan. No matter how many 
battalions were garrisoned in Hong Kong or how many military structures 
were installed there, Japan would still invade Hong Kong. How the 
colony of Hong Kong was strengthened would only affect the size of the 
force the Japanese employed in the battle (Banham, 2003: 8). This was 
further agreed by the War Cabinet, Winston Churchill in 1941:  
 
‘There is not the slightest chance of holding Hong Kong or relieving 
it. It is most unwise to increase the loss we shall suffer there. 
Instead of augmenting the garrison it ought to be reduced to a 
symbolic scale….Japan will think long before declaring war on the 
British Empire, and whether there are two or six battalions at Hong 
Kong will make no difference to her choice.’  
(Ko and Wordie, 1996: 18). 
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General Tactics of the War (Japan) 
 With the objective of neutralizing air power and destroying vessels 
and installations in Hong Kong, Japan had specific tactics to attain this. 
According to information from the Imperial War Museum in London3, 
firstly, it would occupy Tai Mo Shan after crossing the border between 
China and Hong Kong. Then it planned to press forward to the line 
running east to west beyond the hill. Followed by forcing that line and 
occupying Kowloon, the major attack would be carried out on the 
northern coast of Hong Kong Island. To give the illusion that led the 
defenders into believing that an attack would be on the south shore, 
preparations were made to land a detachment on there. 
 
General Tactics and Defence Scheme (Hong Kong) 
 It was not surprising that Japan invaded Hong Kong in December 
1941. As early as 1922, Britain first considered Japan as a potential threat 
due to its attack to Russia. To minimize the exposure to incursions by 
Japan, the Treaties of Washington were signed among America, Britain 
and Japan, to balance Pacific powers so as to keep Japan staying in its  
region. At this stage, the British Government considered that Hong 
Kong’s coastal defences that existed in 1906 were sufficient. In the 
subsequent year, a paper written by the Admiralty for the Committee of 
Imperial Defence stated that the outbreak of war with Japan would put 
Britain into an inferior naval position in Eastern waters (Ko and Wordie, 
                                                 
3 See AL 5084, Monograph 71 Army China Operations, Part 2, Imperial War Museum, London. 
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1996: 16). In 1928, Hong Kong was discovered to be inadequately 
defended based on the annual review conducted by the Committee of 
Imperial Defence. After the attack on Manchuria in 1931 and Japanese 
withdrawal from the Treaties of Washington, Britain was very conscious 
of the threat of Japan to Hong Kong. Realizing that Hong Kong would be 
very tough to defend against Japanese attack, Britain strengthened its 
defences and had a list of arrangements before the anticipated war as 
shown in Table 2.12. 
 
  Table 2.12. List of Arrangements before the Outbreak of the War in 
Hong Kong 
Mid-1930’s : Heavy artillery was installed along the southern shore 
of Hong Kong Island. (Ko and Wordie, 1996: 17)  
Gin Drinkers Line loosely fortified with pillboxes and 
bunkers was built (across NT from Gin Drinkers Bay 
to Tide Cove, then east to Port Shelter (Banham, 2003: 
12)) to protect the urban area of Kowloon and Hong 
Kong against an attack from the north (Ko and Wordie, 
1996: 17).  
1937 : A large- scale manoeuvre encompassing a majority of  
the garrison in Hong Kong was conducted to have a 
field study on preventing attack on Hong Kong. (Ko 
and Wordie, 1996: 17) 
Sep 1939 : The 1st Battalion, The Middlesex Regiment arrived and 
garrisoned Hong Kong. (Kemp, 1956: 28) 
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June 1940 : The Hong Kong Government announced the 
mandatory evacuation of all European wives and 
families of married men (Banham, 2003: 6). They were 
first evacuated to Manila and from there to Australia 
(Kemp, 1956: 29)  
Sep 1940 : All schools for British children had been closed. 4
(Banham, 2003: 6) 
1940 : Britain improved the defences of Hong Kong by 
rebuilding the Gin Drinker’s Line in the NT and 
constructing massive air raid shelters and fortifications5
on the north coast of the Island. (Banham, 2003: 6)  
Nov 1941 : The Hong Kong Government issued a circular to the 
public giving advice in the event of an attack (Banham, 
2003: 6). 
Two Canadians Battalions (the Royal Rifles of Canada 
(Quebec) and the Winnipeg Grenadiers) arrived in 
Hong Kong with only three to four weeks left before 
the war (Kemp, 1956: 29-30). 
Dec 1941 : The more than six battalions garrisoned in Hong Kong 
formed a seemingly formidable force.6 (Kemp, 1956: 
29)  
  
Although colonial Hong Kong had been preparing for this battle for 
                                                 
4 This had occurred 3 weeks after one DC2 of China National Aviation Corporation was shot down by 
Jap once leaving Kai Tak on 27 September 1940. 
5 Fortification along north coast including pillboxes, bunkers and heavy artillery. 
6 Details of the Battalions and problems associated with them are discussed in later part. 
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more than 15 years, it still experienced failure in this war. This may 
because of a wrong estimation of the combat competency of Japan, the 
scales of the invasion and most likely because of the main axis of the 
attack on Hong Kong Island (Davies, Lai and Tan, 2009, forthcoming: 2).   
 
 The expressions in the following sections were borrowed with 
permission by Prof. Lai from the paper by Davies, Lai and Tan (2009 
forthcoming). According to a top secret colonial document “Defence of 
Hong Kong against Attack by an Overseas Enemy” prepared on 17 
February 1926, the tactical defence aim of Hong Kong was to prevent the 
enemy from making use of Victoria Harbour by holding British control 
over Hong Kong Island where Victoria, the capital of the colony was 
located7. To achieve this aim, there were certain defence strategies 
applied in Hong Kong. Prior to the war, Father Thomas Ryan wrote about 
the publicly known defence strategies for Hong Kong: ‘The border could 
not be defended against a land attack; so, if an attack came, it was 
decided to withdraw to a line of hills above Kowloon, hold there as long 
as possible, and then withdraw to the “island fortress” of Hong Kong 
(Davies, Lai and Tan, 2009 forthcoming: 3)8.  
 
In 1936, a defence scheme was officially launched. The 1936 
Defence Scheme9 expected two obvious forms of critical attack by Japan. 
It stated that: ‘The landing of a fully prepared Expeditionary Force in 
                                                 
7 See Davies, Lai and Tan, 2009 forthcoming, p.2. 
8 The authors extracted this sentence from Ryan, Thomas F. 1944. Jesuits under Fire in the Siege of 
Hong Kong, 1941: A Composite Narrative. Burns Oates & Washbourne Ltd. p.11. 
9 All the parts related to this scheme in this dissertation are from the paper by Davies Lai and Tan 
(2009 forthcoming), p.3 
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Bias or Mirs Bay as a preliminary to the investment of the Fortress from 
the land side. (para. 30)’ From the above, the Japanese were predicted to 
land at Bias or Mirs Bay in China and march south directly to Victoria 
Harbour. Unexpectedly, the Japanese bypassed Mirs Bay and landed on 
Bias Bay as early as in October 1938 prior to the war in Hong Kong. To 
prepare a stronger land invasion of Hong Kong from the north later, they 
captured Guangzhou first instead of landing directly in Hong Kong as 
expected in the plan.  
 
In spite of this unexpected event, the main objective did not change 
much. The defence strategies were similar to that of Father Ryan 
mentioned above. The mainland10 was intended to be held for one week. 
After that, all troops and equipment would be evacuated to Hong Kong 
Island where the garrison was expected to hold out until reinforcements 
arrived. In the real battle, the Shing Mun Redoubt was lost quickly and 
unexpectedly leading to an earlier fall of the mainland of Hong Kong. 
The evacuation of troops and equipment was totally successful.  
 
Another form of critical attack recognized in 30th paragraph of the 
Defence Scheme is: ‘A surprise attack on the Island with a view to 
capture of the Fortress. This would be supported by carrier-borne aircraft 
and might conceivably precede and official declaration of war.’ From the 
above, it is predicted that with vigorous naval and air support as well as 
having soldiers greatly outnumbering the defenders, the Japanese would 
                                                 
10 The mainland in this case does not mean mainland China, but means part of Hong Kong including 
the leased NT and the ceded Kowloon Peninsula. 
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attain their aim successfully by simultaneous surprise landings at several 
beaches (para. 18). The scheme also assumed that Japanese invaders 
would attack the mainland first and make descent on the Hong Kong 
Island across the southern beaches (Gale & Polden, 1956: 30). However, 
having a tactic mimicking an attack on the south of the Island, the 
Japanese actually landed in the north-east of the Island and the main lines 
of advance avoided or bypassed the fortifications in the south of the 
Island. Although they could avoid most of the pillboxes on the southern 
shore, they suffered from serious casualties when fighting against hillside 
pillboxes in order to capture key hills and gaps like Wong Nai Chung Gap 
controlling major transportation of Hong Kong Island (Davies, Lai and 
Tan, 2009, forthcoming: 5).  
 
From the Defence Scheme of Hong Kong, it is assumed that the 
fortifications built on the south shore have a longer history than those 
along the north shore. Yet, military structures on the northern coast had 
more fighting actions against the Japanese attack than those of the 
southern coast. On the other hand, those on the gaps were the places with 




 Wrong predictions of Japanese actions in the Defence Scheme 
together with relatively insufficient troops and military equipment 
inevitably put Hong Kong in a very inferior position. Apart from these, 
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there were some problems in the battalions or supporting armies deployed 
for this battle which may also have contributed to some of the failure of 
the war.  
  
 By December 1941, the garrison of Hong Kong had six infantry 
battalions (Kemp, 1956: 29): 
? 2 Battalions of British infantry: 1st Bn. The Middlesex Regiment,11 
2nd Bn. The Royal Scots12 
? 2 Battalions of Indian infantry: 5/7th Rajput Regiment, 2/14th Punjab 
Regiment 
? 2 Battalions of Canadian infantry: the Royal Rifles of Canada 
(Quebec), the Winnipeg Grenadiers 
 
The purpose of accepting the additional Canadian Battalions was not 
to stop the planned attack by the Japanese (due to the reason mentioned 
by Churchill above), but was to prolong the defence of Hong Kong, 
increase the determination to defend Hong Kong, encourage citizens to 
resist the Japanese and finally to reduce Japanese aggression. (Ko and 
Wordie, 1996: 18-19) 
 
Apart from the above 6 major battalions, there were supporting teams 
like (Banham, 2003:11-12): 
? Hong Kong Volunteer Defence Corps (HKVDC) 
? The Hong Kong and Singapore Royal Artillery (HKSRA), the Royal 
                                                 
11 Also known as the ‘Die Hards’. (Banham, 2003: 11) 
12 Also known as the ‘First of Foot’. (Banham 2003: 11) 
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Army Ordnance Corps (RAOC), the Signallers, the Royal Engineers 
(RE), the medics, etc. 
 
The power of the battalions which numbered some 12,000 men could 
not be brought into full play due to the reasons shown in Table 2.13 
(Kemp, 1956) below.  
 
Table 2.13 Problems Associated with Battalions13 
British Battalions Had lost most of their Regular officers and 
N.C.Os. by posting to the United Kingdom 
Indian Battalions Consisted of a majority of reservists 
Canadian Battalions Arrived with only 3-4 weeks left before the war 
and were sent to Hong Kong at  short notice 
with a lot of personnel changes 
Were not fully trained and not suitable for 
desperate fighting  
HKVDC Was composed of local volunteers with different 
nationalities, leading to communication 
problems 
 
 In spite of these problems, soldiers who contributed to the defence of 
Hong Kong, particularly those who died in this battle should be highly 
appreciated by everyone. This makes the military structures that 
worthwhile for preservation as they have witnessed the contribution of all 
these brave soldiers. 
                                                 
13 This table is made with reference to Gale and Polden (1956). 
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 The defence of Hong Kong at the time was mainly led by Major 
General C.M. Maltby who was a highly respected career soldier of the old 
school. The defenders were divided into 2 brigades: 
? The Mainland Brigade under Brigadier Wallis: for the defence of the 
Gin Drinkers Line 
? The Island Brigade under Brigadier Lawson:14 for the ‘Home 
Defense’ 
(Banham, 2003: 12) 
 
 Since this dissertation focuses on the military structures on Hong 
Kong Island, the histories of them are much related to the Island Brigade. 
Apart from three battalions including 2/14th Punjab, 5/7th Rajput and 2nd 
Royal Scots who were defending the line across Kowloon, all other 
battalions were responsible for the defence of Hong Kong Island at the 
beginning of the war. The four companies of Middlesex (A, B, C & D) 
were responsible for holding the southern and eastern shores of Hong 
Kong Island from Mount Davis to Lye Mun while a fifth company called 
Z and the Headquarters was to hold the western end of Victoria Harbour. 
The eastern end of Victoria Harbour was manned by the HKDC only if 
necessary based on the decision on the initial deployment of the garrison. 
The two Canadian Battalions played a role of supporting the 1st 
Middlesex. (Kemp, 1956: 30-31) Yet, after the loss of the mainland, the 
defence of Hong Kong was the responsibility of two Brigades: the East 
                                                 
14 It included the Middlesex, the Royal Rifles, the Winnipeg Grenadiers and supporting teams like 
HKVDC. 
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Brigade under Brigadier C. Wallis with headquarters at Tai Tam Gap; the 
West Brigade under the Canadian Brigadier J.K. Lawson with 
headquarters at the Wong Nai Chung Gap. The original arrangement 
remained more or less the same. The additional three battalions from the 
withdrawal of the mainland were mustered to occupy some pillboxes and 
support the other battalions. 
 
The Battle 
 The hostilities in Hong Kong lasted from 8th to 25th December 1941  
- 18 days which was a fifth of the time expected. The Japanese first 
invaded the New Territories and Kowloon from Guangdong and started to 
lay siege Hong Kong Island from 13th December. The war ended with the 
surrender of Hong Kong on the afternoon of Christmas Day. This section 
was written with reference to Kemp (1956: 38), Ko and Wordie (1996: 
36-43) and Banham (2003: 17-20). Maps about the battle can be found in 
Appendices 1, 2 and 3. 
 
8th December: Beginning of the Battle 
 Once a Tokyo broadcast had given instructions to their natives that 
war with Great Britain was imminent at 0445 hours on 8th December, all 
the aircraft at Kai Tak aerodrome were destroyed or seriously damaged by 
a dive bombing attack at 0800 hours. (Kemp, 1956: 32) Simultaneously, 
Shamshuipo Barracks were bombed with some casualties. These 
hostilities marked the start of the war. 
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 Since the Japanese infantry regiments moved towards the south from 
the border between Hong Kong and Shen Zhen with unexpected speed, 
battalions were instructed to commence demolitions of military facilities 
in the New Territories from as early as 0500 hours on 8th December and 
most of the personnel in the Mainland Brigade were leaving to the Gin 
Drinkers Line. By the evening of 8th December, the Japanese had reached 
as far as Tai Po.  
 
9th December-13th December: Loss of the Mainland 
On the morning of 9th December, the Japanese captured the highest 
area in Kowloon, Tai Mo Shan and were approaching Gin Drinkers Line.  
At night, the Shing Mun Redoubt in the line which was a key defensive 
position on the mainland was heavily attacked by Japanese. After holding 
out for some hours, the Redoubt was lost. Considering the inferior 
situation with many areas being captured, Major General Maltby decided 
not to hold the mainland so as to have fewer casualties on the battalions 
by bringing them back to defend the island. On the night of 11th 
December, all battalions in the Mainland Brigade except 5/7 Rajputs for 
manning positions on Devil’s Peak till 13th December, were ordered to 
withdraw from the mainland to the island. All strategic installations on 
Stonecutter’s Island including the power station, oil depots, dockyards 
and fortifications were destroyed. The evacuation of the troops was 
successful with no casualties. With this evacuation, the Japanese seized 
the mainland effortlessly. 
 
13th December-24th December: Loss of the Island 
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On 13th December, the Governor, Sir Mark Young, refused to 
surrender upon the Japanese demand. Strong shelling on all military 
significant areas equipped with gun batteries and pillboxes on the 
northern coast by the Japanese then began on the Island. On 17th 
December, Japan offered a surrender option to Hong Kong, but it was 
once more rejected.  
 
On the 18th December, the Japanese started their invasion of the 
island and commenced their landings between North Point and Aldrich 
Bay in Shau Kei Wan from 2145 hours and successfully as the defenders 
could not come into full action due to thick smoke from the bombed 
industrial sites and bad weather. By midnight of 18th December, nearly 
the whole north-east territory of the island with the northernmost point of 
Jardine’s Lookout marking the southern boundary and North Point power 
station marking the western boundary was in the hands of the Japanese.  
 
On 19th December the Japanese proceeded with their control over the 
high ground and the gap controlling the main transportation. Their 
strategy was to take Wong Nai Chung Gap and move towards the south 
along Repulse Bay Road in order to divide the island into two parts. They 
tried to keep East Brigade busy so that it could not carry out useful 
counter attacks. The remaining Japanese then concurrently attacked 
military positions on Jardine’s Lookout and Mount Nicholson. There was 
intense fighting in Wong Nai Chung Gap. Brigadier Lawson and a 
majority of his staff were killed in this fighting. After some time, 
Brigadier Wallis abandoned Tai Tam Gap and withdrew to Stanley. This 
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was the hardest day of fighting as it caused nearly the deaths of one-third 
of the defenders who had been involved for 24 hours. Fatalities of the 
attackers were predicted in a similar ratio. But regarding the actual 
number of casualties, the Japanese loss was much more serious indicating 
that Colony’s defenders were more outstanding in this fighting.  
 
On the morning of 20th December, Repulse Bay Hotel was under 
attack. The Japanese occupied part of Mount Nicholson and were 
attempting to capture Mount Cameron, Wanchai Gap and Middle Gap. On 
21st December, the attackers received more artillery pieces on the island 
to capture Hong Kong as soon as possible. Vigorous fighting took place at 
Red Hill and Bridge Hill. On 22nd December, Leighton Hill was under 
siege and Repulse Bay Hotel in the south was finally captured by the 
Japanese after three days of fighting. On 23rd December, troops were sent 
to secure Stone Hill and Stanley and later withdrew to Stanley Peninsula 
because of intensive bombing. Three defensive lines were prepared at 
Stanley. On Christmas Eve, the Japanese finally took Leighton Hill and at 
the same time sent more troops to Stanley. The defenders were forced  
back at Stanley Fort.  
 
25th December, Christmas Day: The Surrender 
With the loss of Wanchai Gap which would allow the Japanese 
control the Central district easily, the isolated force at Stanley, the 
fatigued garrison, and more problems such as no possibility of obtaining 
more ammunition and a water shortage, Sir Mark Young ultimately made 
the decision to surrender at 1525 hours on Christmas Day. This was the 
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formal end of this tragedy. Two of the three defensive lines at Stanley had 
fallen when the official surrender was announced while the remaining 
defence line was held until 26th December. The reason why West Brigade  
fought on for their last stand might be due to the encouragements from 
different persons before the surrender: 
 
The Governor: ‘In pride and administration I send my greetings this 
Christmas Day to all who are working so nobly and so well to sustain 
Hong Kong against the enemy. Fight on, hold fast for King and 
Empire’. (Birch and Cole, 1979: 167) 
 
Churchill: ‘Let this day be historical in the proud annals of our 
Empire’. (Birch and Cole, 1979: 167) 
  
The history of WWII in Hong Kong shows how people united and 
stood their ground in defending Hong Kong, regardless of their race, 
language or religion. All the military structures are evidence and 
witnessed this unity and the contribution of the garrison.  
 
 
Examples of Colonial Military Architectures Preserved 
 
South-East Asia 
 Good examples of preserving western military architecture in 
South-East Asia where most of the countries had once been occupied by 
foreign countries, especially Britain, are studied. They have illustrated 
how other countries strived their best to preserve the colonial military 
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architectures and how these disused military structures can be turned into 
tourism or other adaptive uses.  
    Since most of the military fortifications are very space specific and 
have very limited possibilities for effective re-use (Greaves, 1992: 47), 
some can be converted to a well-managed museum with animations for 
people to re-experience part of the war. Sometimes, other facilities like 
theatres and gardens with sitting area are incorporated within or nearby 
them as attractions for more people to visit them. Only limited examples 
of military architectures can be turned into useful or economically viable 
structures. Hong Kong could follow these role models to rehabilitate 
some of the inactively managed obsolete fortifications with appropriate 
presentation to tourists so as to maximize their value for society.  
 
Among the countries in East Asia, Macau has the most outstanding 
achievement in preserving colonial military architecture. Instead of just 
rehabilitating the structures for museum use, it has made impressive 
alternative uses like a hotel which is economically successful. Moreover, 
the surrounding environments of these historical sites are always 
specially designed or arranged so as to match with the atmosphere of 
these sites. All these may be one of the attributes making Macau so 
renowned for its tourism.  
 
Singapore 
Singapore, which was a British colony, has preserved a variety of 
military fortifications as tourist spots including, Battle Box, Fort Siloso 
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and Johore Battery.15  All these structures had extensively defended 
against the Japanese in WWII. (See Appendix 4) 
 
The Battle Box 
The Battle Box is an outstanding preservation of bunkers. Tucked 
into the hillside of Fort Canning, it is the largest underground command 
centre of the British Malaya Command Headquarters comprising 22 
rooms linked by a corridor during WWII. All these rooms are bomb-proof 
and capable of recycling the air supply. Under extensive restoration with 
the installment of special audio-visual effects, and high-quality 
animatronics, visitors can experience again the morning of 15 February 
1942 when Singapore fell into the hands of the Japanese. 
 
Fort Siloso 
Fort Siloso was built by the British in the 1880s to protect the 
western entrance to Singapore harbour. It was once used as a 
concentration camp for prisoners of war at some point in the Japanese 
occupation from 1942 to 1945. Today, it is the sole preserved British 
coastal fortification in Singapore and has been restored and rehabilitated 
as a gun museum with gunner’s shelters, the battery command post16 and 
gun exhibitions. 
 
                                                 
15 All the information of these heritages are found from the Singapore Tourism Board, Available at 
http://www.visitsingapore.com/publish/stbportal/en/home.html 
 
16 Both the gunner’s shelters and battery command post can be classified as bunkers. 
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Johore Battery 
 This British battery built in 1939 is a gun emplacement site 
comprising a labyrinth of tunnels. These tunnels like some of the bunkers 
in Hong Kong were used to store ammunition to support three monster 
guns which were the largest installed outside Britain in WWII. Before the 
surrender of the defenders, the guns were destroyed and the tunnels were 
sealed up after the war. They were rediscovered in April 1991 and 
replicas of the monster gun and a 15-inch shell are at this battery now. 
 
Malaysia 
 The most prominent example of colonial military heritage 
preservation is Fort Cornwallis17 in Penang. (See Appendix 5) 
 
Fort Cornwallis 
 Fort Cornwallis in a special star shape was once used for British 
Royal artillery troops. It is the first European structure in Penang. Inside 
the fort some of the original structures were a chapel, prison cells, 
ammunitions storage area,18 a harbor lighthouse once used to signal 
incoming ships, the original flagstaff and several old bronze cannons.19 
All these structures were restored to their original appearance with great 
effort by the government. Today, this historical site is managed by a 
private company and the bowels of it include a tourist information kiosk, 
a café, an open-air amphitheatre where local music and dance festivals 
                                                 
17 All the information of these heritage is found from the Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board, 
Available at http://www.tourismmalaysia.gov.my/en/destinations/item.asp?item=fortcornwallis 
18 Ammunitions storage area is the same as a magazine which is a kind of bunkers as well. 
19 One of the cannons is a Dutch cannon called Seri Rambai made in 1603. Some locals believe this 
cannon has a positive effect on a woman’s fertility. 
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are frequently staged, a history gallery, and a souvenir centre. The 
composition of this prime attraction of Malaysia is quite similar to that of 
the Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence except for the fact that the 
one in Hong Kong has not got a musical theatre.  
 
Philippines 
 There are mainly three preserved military areas, Fort San Pedro, Fort 
Santiago and Corregidor.20 (See Appendix 6) 
 
Fort San Pedro 
Fort San Pedro is a military defence structure built by Spanish and 
indigenous Cebuano laborers under the command of Spanish 
conquistadors and the Spanish Government. It is the smallest, oldest 
triangular bastion fort in Cebu which has the longest colonial history in 
the Philippines, built in 1738 to defend against Muslim raiders. The 
restored main building once served as the Cebu Office of the Department 
of Tourism. Nowadays, the Lieutenant's Quarters house a museum while 




Fort San Tiago, a part of Intramuros in Manila, is a defence fortress 
built for Spanish conquistadors. During WWII, it was seized by the 
Japanese and was seriously damaged by American and Filipino bombs in 
                                                 
20 All the information of these heritage is found from the Philippine Convention and Visitors 
Corporation, Available at http://www.dotpcvc.gov.ph/Destinations/manila.htm 
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the Battle of Manila in 1945. In the 1980s, it was restored by the 
Intramuros Administration. At present, it serves as a museum housing 
well-preserved legacies of the Spanish government, José Rizal, a Rizal 
Shrine, and the prison dungeons for criminals used by the Spanish 
officials. Visitors can enjoy the nostalgic romance of a bygone Spanish 
legacy within its gardens. 
 
Corregidor 
Corregidor is a tiny tadpole-shaped island lying across the entrance 
of Manila Bay. It was the focus of a protracted battle between 
Filipino-American and Japanese forces during WWII. Today, the shell of 
the Mile Long Barracks still stands and this historical site is actively 
managed and has become an important tourism site. Different from other 
preserved military sites, one special thing about Corregidor for tourism is 




 Macau has preserved most of the military structures due to its 
previous Portuguese Governor. Some of the examples are the Monte 
Fortress, Mong Ha Fort, San Francisco Barracks, Guia Fortress, Barra 
Fort and Pousada de Sao Tiago.21 There are also other reminders which  
are not investigated in detail, like the Taipa Fort which was rebuilt and is 
used as a police station and the Bomparto Fort which once stood on the 
                                                 
21 All the information on these heritage sites is available from the Macau Government Office, 
Available at http://hk.macautourism.gov.mo/en/discovering/sightseeing_detail.php?catid=41 
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Praia and its ruins were used as foundations for the Bela Vista Hotel. (See 




Mount Fortress, built in 1617-26 by the Jesuits as part of a complex 
including the college and church of St. Paul′ s, occupies a hilltop to the 
east of the ruins of St. Paul′ s. This was also the first residence of the 
governors of Macau. Over the following decades trees grew from the 
platform of the fort, which was transformed into a public park where 
residents and visitors came to enjoy the views. The later cannons are well 
preserved. The only building in the fortress was an office of the 
Meteorological Department until 1998. It was then converted to the 
three-level Macau Museum, providing information on the history of 
Macau. 
 
Mong- Ha Fort 
Mong-Ha Fort, situated on Mong Ha Hill at the northern end of 
Macau, is a newer fortress, built in 1866 for defending against an 
anticipated Chinese invasion in the Anglo-Chinese War. It was abandoned 
in the 1960′s. Today the area has been transformed into a park with 
flowerbeds, grassy slopes and walkways surrounding the old fortress 
walls. It renders a quiet refuge and good views of the north end of the city 
for both the neighborhood and visitors.  
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San Francisco Barracks 
Both the orginal fort and convent of San Francisco built in 1629 were 
demolished to make way for new barracks in 1864, to house the Battalion 
of the First Line, brought in as defence against a Chinese attack which 
never came. Today, the barracks are rehabilitated into headquarters for the 
Security Forces and sections of the Police Force. They present an 
attractive, colonial facade of pink-washed stone with white trim. Inside 
are offices and meeting rooms around a flag-stoned courtyard, in the 
spacious lobby are display cases filled with old prints and pictures of the 
previous fort and convent, a collection of old weapons, etc. 
  
Guia Fortress 
Guia Fortress, built in 1637-38, situated at the top of Guia Hill, the 
highest point in Macau. Its major value changed from coastal defence to 
an observation post due to its position overlooking the whole city. It 
originally contained barracks, a water cistern, ammunition and equipment 
stores, the commander's house, and a chapel dedicated to Our Lady of 
Guia. Today, the Fort's most well-known feature is the lighthouse, built in 
1865 and the oldest on the China coast.  
 
Barra Fort 
Barra Fort built into the hills on the tip of the peninsula was 
completed in 1629 on the site of an older cannon battery. The 30-feet 
chunambo walls, rising from stone foundations, were 19 feet thick at the 
base and 11 feet at the top while the main platform was 375′ by 1.38′ and 
supported 12 cannons of 24-pound calibre and four 50 pounders, a water 
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cistern with 3,000-ton capacity and quarters for the commander and 60 
soldiers. Approaching the top of the hill was a guardhouse and six 
24-pound cannons, while at ground level were stores for ammunitions 
and supplies, as well as a large house. Over the years the fort was 
gradually demolished to make way for roads and was abandoned by the 
Marine Police by 1976. The Macau Government Tourist Office has finally 
converted this historical asset into a Portuguese inn,22 the Pousada de Sao 
Tiago, which has become one of the city’s great attractions and is an 
excellent example of economically viable military preservation. Many 
original structures were incorporated into the design of the inn by the 
architect. For instance, the cistern of the fort was turned into a fountain. 
                                                 
22 An inn is a small hotel, which is also for accommodation of visitors. 
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Table 2.21. A Summary of the Existing Use of the Colonial Military 
Structures Preserved in East Asian Countries 
Country Military Architectures Existing Use 
Battle Box Preserved and open to public with special 
animation effects 
Fort Siloso A gun museum 
Singapore 
Johore Battery Preserved with replicas of guns and shell 
Malaysia Fort Cornwallis  A museum with an open-air amphitheatre 
Fort San Pedro A museum-park with an open-air theatre  
(Once used as the Cebu Office of the Department 
of Tourism) 
Fort San Tiago A museum with flowerings  
Philippines 
Corregidor Preserved and open to the public with special 
animation effects 
Monte Fortress A Macau Museum with a public park (Once used 
as an office of the Meteorological Department) 
Mong- Ha Fort A comfortable park with an attractive view of the 
city surrounding the old fortress walls 
SanFrancisco Barracks Headquarters for the Security Forces and 
sections of the Police Force 
Guia Fortress A chapel and lighthouse remain 
Barra Fort* A Portuguese inn 
Taipa Fort A police station 
Macau 
Bomparto Fort Foundations of the Bela Vista Hotel 
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Hong Kong 
 In Hong Kong, there are also some good examples of colonial 
military architecture preservation. Some of them have been rehabilitated 
to other uses, but most of these uses are quite exclusive and only 
prestigious members can visit them. Therefore, even though they have 
been recognized by the government that they are important historical 
buildings by granting gradings to them, visitors from other places and 
even Hong Kong residents are not very familiar with them. Hence, the 
potential of developing these sites into famous tourism areas has been 
totally lost and the focus is mainly put on the Hong Kong Museum of 
Coastal Defence, which is always open to the public. 
 
 Considering the examples from East Asian countries above, it is 
highly recommended to rehabilitate or preserve these colonial military 
structures in a way that the public can always visit them easily, like 
putting them into a park, or an open theatre, etc. This is important 
because these structures contain not only the memories of Hong Kong’s 
local residents, but also people around the world as WWII is a common 
memory and people with different nationalities have contributed to it. 
Therefore, this consideration is reflected in the proposals made on 
rehabilitating or preserving the existing structures in Chapter 4. 
 
Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence (Lei Yue Mun Fort) 
According to the official website of the Hong Kong Museum of 
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Coastal Defence23, the Museum has a total area of 34,200 square meters, 
is converted from the hundred years' old Lei Yue Mun Fort built in 1887. 
Lei Yue Mun occupies a strategic position guarding the eastern gate to  
Victoria Harbour. In 1844, barracks were built by the British at Saiwan 
(near Heng Fa Village) to the south of the channel. Yet, they were 
abandoned because of the deaths of many soldiers caused by severe 
epidemics in the area. In 1885, the British had anticipated potential 
attacks from France and Russia and built fortifications on Lei Yue Mun, 
making it the Lei Yue Mun Fort. Eighteen bunkers dug in the summit of 
Lei Yue Mun Headland were then constructed to function as barrack 
rooms, magazines, shell store and coal store. This fort repulsed several 
raids by the Japanese in WWII. 
 
Considering its historical significance and unique architectural 
features, the former Urban Council (Hong Kong Urban Council) decided 
in 1993 to conserve and develop the Lei Yue Mun Fort into a museum of 
coastal defence. The Architectural Services Department (ASD) completed 
the architectural design and construction works with a budget of HK$300 
million. The museum consists of two main parts, the Redoubt and the 
Historical Trail and was opened to the public on 25 July 2000. The 
historical trial has preserved a number of military structures including the 
ditch, torpedo Station, caponiers, artillery barracks, batteries and 
underground magazines, Most of the bunkers are used as eleven 
exhibition rooms.  
                                                 
23 Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence. Available at  
http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Museum/Coastal/en/index.php 
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Greater focus is given on the pre-colonial defence than on the battle 
of Hong Kong as there is only one room telling the story of WWII and 
three rooms for the pre-colonial period. Therefore, although this museum 
has preserved a lot of military structures built for WWII, it cannot really 
relive the 18 days of the battle that Hong Kong experienced to visitors. 
This makes other colonial military structures that survive nowadays  
important in telling more stories about the only and most recent battle in 
colonial Hong Kong. (See Photos in Appendix 9) 
 
Crown Wine Cellars (The Little Hong Kong) 
According to a programme broadcast on TVB Pearl, these wine 
cellars in the exclusive suburb of Shouson Hill consisting of six 
underground cellars and a private members clubhouse are partly 
converted from two underground military bunkers which played a 
significant role in the defence of Hong Kong in WWII. These secret 
structures were code-named ‘Little Hong Kong’ by the Royal Airline 
Forces who knew this name has the same meaning as ‘Aberdeen’ in 
Cantonese. This therefore confused the Japanese intelligence during 
WWII. The Japanese immediately thought that the military facilities were 
in Aberdeen and immediately invaded it. Yet, they found nothing there 
and realized that it was a false story. The bunkers in Shouson Hill thus 
became the last place to surrender in Hong Kong. They protected the 
soldiers of four different nationalities defending the area of ‘The Little 
Hong Kong’ until 27th December 1941. 
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In 2000, the Chief Executive promoted renovation of old military 
structures by private companies. Under this scheme, the bunkers were 
rehabilitated into wine cellars aimed at becoming a famous trading hub of 
wine in Asia. The nature of the bunkers helps them to function as wine 
cellars as bunkers can keep humidity and temperature more constant and 
avoid wine storage exposure to sunlight. These wine cellars are 
self-financed and therefore do not put any financial burden on the 
government. One drawback is that only private members are permitted to 
visit this historical site. 
 
Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club (Kellett Island) 
The Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club is converted from a magazine. In 
1854, the Kellett Island was equipped with three batteries and was later 
used as a magazine (Rollo, 1992: 187). According to the information 
provided on the official website of the Yacht Club,24 the club moved to 
Kellett Island in 1938 and the Clubhouse was built on the foundations of 
the old Naval Powder Magazine. In 1945, it was "re-opened" by officers 
and men from HMS Vengeance after occupation during the war by 
Japanese officers. Like the wine cellars from the previous paragraph, it is 
exclusively used by its privileged members. 
 
Hong Kong Park (Victoria Barracks) 
 The Victoria Barracks built between 1842 and 1910 were located in 
Admiralty and were one of the first British military compounds in Hong 
Kong. Only parts of the Victoria Barracks are conserved in part of Hong 
                                                 
24 Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club. Available at http://www.rhkyc.org.hk/ 
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Kong Park and have been graded as historic buildings. According to the 
official website of Hong Kong Park,25 the buildings included the former 
residence of the Commander-in-Chief of the British Armed Forces known 
as Flagstaff House, formerly Headquarter House, and currently 
accommodating the Flagstaff House Museum of Teaware), Rawlinson 
House (currently accommodating the Park Management Office and the 
Cotton Tree Drive Marriage Registry), Wavell House (currently 
accommodating the Education Centre) and the Cassels Block (currently 
accommodating the Hong Kong Visual Arts Centre). However, the history 
of them has not been told. Few people can relate these buildings with 
WWII. Other buildings were demolished for the development of Pacific 




 This building built in 1844 for an Officer’s Mess was relocated from 
Central to Stanley to make way for building the Bank of China. It was 
once occupied by the notorious Japanese Military Police, Kempeitai, as a 
headquarters. After the war, it was used as offices of the Public Works 
Department and the Rating and Valuation Department. In 1988, the 
Housing Department made the decision of relocating Murray House at 
great reconstruction cost when Murray House’s central location  
succumbed in 1982 (Lambon, 1992: 39).  
  
                                                 
25 Hong Kong Park. Available at http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/parks/hkp/en/background.php 
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 Nowadays, commercial and cultural uses have been incorporated into 
the building. The ground floor is the Hong Kong Maritime Museum while 
the first and second floors are restaurants with a romantic seaview 
atmosphere. (See Photo in Appendix 11)
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Stanley Fort 
Stanley Fort which occupied a site of about 128 hectares was built for 
a garrison for the British Armed Forces in Hong Kong in 1937. Pillbox 
and bunkers could still be found in there without rehabilitation in 1996. 
The No.1 battery gun emplacement in the fort is graded as a Grade I 
historical fort. The barracks in the fort is now occupied by a garrison of 
the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. The public is prohibited from 
entering the building. The site of No. 2 and No. 3 gun emplacements were 
occupied by two satellite dishes. (Ko and Wordie, 1996: 116) 
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Table 2.22. A Summary of the Existing Use of the Military Structures 




Shau Kei Wan 
(175 Tung Hei 
Road, Shau Kei 
Wan) 
 
Lei Yue Mun Fort Hong Kong Museum of Coastal 
Defence 
Shouson Hill 





Crown Wine Cellars 
Kellett Island, 
Causeway Bay  
A magazine Clubhouse of the Royal Hong Kong 
Yacht Club 
Admiralty Victoria Barracks A part of Hong Kong Park 
(a Museum of Teaware, a management 
office, a marriage registry, an education 
centre and a visual arts centre) 
Murray House Restaurants and the Hong Kong 
Maritime Museum 
Stanley  
Stanley Fort Partly occupied by the People’s 
Liberation Army  
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Previous Work done on the Assessment of 
Military Architectures in Hong Kong 
 Since there are not many military structures that have been preserved 
and that can be visited by the public telling them the story of the battle 
that Hong Kong experienced, it is significant to focus on these colonial 
military structures that are still surviving nowadays.  
 
 However, the government has not taken the responsibility to assess 
these remaining historical invaluable assets periodically. Since there is no 
official publication that lists these existing structures, it is believed that 
even the government itself may not be very clear about how many 
military structures still exist and their respective locations.  
 
The assessment of these WWII structures hence lies heavily on some 
researchers who have a great passion for preserving WWII history for the 
public. With a limited amount of resources, not much work has been done 
on assessing the existing military architectures in Hong Kong making a 
big contrast to the archives on the history of WWII in Hong Kong.  
 
Due to the small amount of work that can be consulted, the 
assessment here includes either a very detailed investigation on the 
structure or a brief investigation about the existence of the structures and 
their existing use. Archives that indicate the locations of the ruins in 
certain periods are counted in as well. Table 2.31 shows the highlights of 
the work done on the assessment of WWII military structures and Table 
2.32 shows this work classified by different areas or the extent of 
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assessment which includes 1. Indication of location, 2. Investigation of 
their existence and existing use and 3. Proposals for their use. They can 
give a better review on what researchers have done on existing military 
sites and structures so far. 
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Table 2.31. Highlights of the Work done on Assessment of WWII Military 
Structures 
 





- Assessed the development potential of the existing military 
lands in Hong Kong 
- No mention of preserving or rehabilitating the sites, but 




- Provided a list of all batteries in Hong Kong with their history 
and no. of artilleries 
- First use of grid references in survey maps to indicate the 
location of the batteries 





- Briefly assessed and located all battlefields surviving in 1996 
except those in coastal areas through site visits 
- Areas studied include the Gin Drinkers Line, the Shing Mun 
Redoubt, Stonecutter’s Island, Devil’s Peak, Lei Yue Mun Fort, 
Pak Sha Wan, Sai Wan, Wong Nai Chung, Bokhara, D’Aguilar, 
Collinson, Stanley Fort, Chung Hom Kok, Aberdeen, 
Pinewood, Mount Davis and Jubilee 
- There is history about the areas, photos showing the look of the 
relics and maps briefly indicating the location of the structures 
- The existence and existing use of some places were 
investigated 






- Comprehensively assessed the disused military structures on 
Devil’s Peak including the Gough and Pottinger Batteries 
completed in 1902 in detail by studying their legal status and 
existing physical conditions through site visit 
- Realized these structures have significant historical, 
architectural, landscape and tourism values 




- Briefly outlined and located some of the existing war-time relics 
includes pillboxes, bunkers and batteries in Hong Kong 
- Areas studied include Shing Mun, Lion Rock, Devil’s Peak, Sai 
Wan, Wong Nai Chung Gap, Wanchai Gap, Chung Hom Kok, 
Pinewood, Mount Davis and Luk Keng 
- There is a brief history of the area, photos showing the look of 
the relics and maps briefly indicating the location of the 
structures 




- Provides a small-scaled map showing the existence and rough 
locations of pillboxes, gun emplacement and the headquarters of 






- Focused on Gin Drinker’s Line 
- Assessed pillboxes along the Line through site visits and aerial 
photo research 
- Clearly traced back the history of the Line in the war 







- First demonstrated how the technique of examining aerial 
photos can be used for locating military structures in Hong 
Kong. This is in turn significant for historical research and 
conservation planning 
- Mainly focused on pillboxes and generated the basic pattern of 
them in Gin Drinker’s Line (50 out of 76 pillboxes have 
survived) 








- Assessed all existing coastal gun casemates, pillboxes and open 
machine gun positions on Hong Kong Island 
- 21 out of 72 pillboxes still exist today, but are wasting away 
- First explored their potential for tourism development and gave 
proposals on their use 
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Table 2.32. Work done on Assessment of WWII Military Structures Classified into Different Areas 
 












(only big sites) 




All sites equipped 
with batteries 
Batteries Yes Some No 
Ko and Wordie 
(1996) 
All existing sites, 
except coastal areas 
All kinds, but very 
brief 
Yes Some No 
Lai, Ho and Lung  
(2000) 
Devil’s Peak All kinds on the Peak Yes Yes No 
Ko (2001) All existing sites, 
except coastal areas 
All kinds, but very 
brief 
Yes Some No 









Lai, Tan and 
Davies (2008) 
Gin Drinker’s Line Mainly pillboxes Yes Yes No 
Lai, Davies, Tan 
and Yung (2009) 
Gin Drinker’s Line Pillboxes Yes 
 
Yes No 
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After reviewing the work done by various researchers from Lok 
(1985) to Davies, Lai and Tan (2009 forthcoming), it is interesting that 
there is a change in attitude towards these colonial military sites. In the 
past, due to rapid growth of population and limited supply of land, 
transferring military lands for other uses like residential buildings and 
offices became a means to increase the area for accommodation. From 
Chan (1990), it is estimated that these surplus military lands could 
accommodate a further one million future population at that time. 
However, as time goes by, many military ruins have been demolished to 
make way for development of skyscrapers and people have a feeling of 
losing these invaluable assets, the history of WWII in Hong Kong as well 
as the identity of Hong Kong. There are more and more researches on the 
assessment of these military ruins mainly by Ko, Wordie, Lai, Davies, 
Tan and Yung. They have aroused some public interest in preserving these 
colonial ruins which are always neglected and have brought out some 
preservation issues. However, the military structures are still wasting 
away and not actively managed. Therefore, this research will continue to 
arouse people’s interest on these disused structures and bring more ideas 
on their preservation and rehabilitation.  
 
It was discovered that most of the researches focus on military sites 
as a whole and seldom discuses a particular type of military structure, 
except Rollo (1992: 179-207), Lai, Davies, Tan and Yung (2009), Davies, 
Lai and Tan (2009 forthcoming) which have focused particularly on 
batteries and pillboxes. There are no studies on bunkers that can actually 
accommodate people and have a great potential for rehabilitation. 
Therefore, this makes this research is meaningful as it especially studies 
three types of military structures: bunkers, pillboxes and batteries. Both 
bunkers and pillboxes are less well known by the public. 
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About the locations of the ruins, there is much information provided. 
Nearly all papers have studied the rough locations of the ruins. Yet, the 
locations of surviving ruins have not been clearly indicated by category. 
Only one paper by Rollo particularly focused on batteries in 1992. This 
research therefore locates the existing ruins by category using aerial 
photos and survey maps, which are explained thoroughly in Chapter 3. 
 
About the proposals for preservation, there is only a paper that makes 
proposals on preserving the pillboxes along the coastline on Hong Kong 
Island. Yet, there is no research on the proposals on the uses of inland 
pillboxes, bunkers and batteries. Therefore, it would be meaningful to 
evaluate the worthiness of preservation for these items and make the 
latest proposals for their future uses. Although not all military 
fortifications are evaluated in this research, at least it has some 
contributions on demonstrating how to evaluate these ruins’ worthiness 
for preservation and make suggestions for their use. 
 
Regarding the existence and use of the structures, many researches, 
except those written in 2008 and 2009, are quite outdated. What they  
described as existing structures have been demolished or changed into 
other uses. For instance, Lei Yue Mun Fort, which has been turned into 
the Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence today, was still not under 
active management in 1996 (Ko and Wordie, 1996: 75-82). Land use 
always changes rapidly. Hence, although some areas have been studied 
before, it is critical to update the stocks of military structures surviving 
nowadays for the purposes of conservation planning and good land use 
management.  
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History and Features of Military Structures on 
Hong Kong Island 
 
Bunkers 
General Description of Bunkers 
Bunkers are hardened defensive military shelters which are often 
buried partly or fully below ground. They were tailor-made for protecting 
the inhabitants inside them from falling bombs or other attacks. During 
WWI, WWII and the Cold War, they were extensively used to house 
weapons facilities, to act as strategic command and control centres, to 
accommodate government personnel and soldiers and to store 
ammunition, food and water. Sometimes, they were used as temporary 
places for resting wounded soldiers. Examples are observation posts, 
battery command posts, magazines for storing ammunitions (see Figures 
1 and 2), battery buildings, headquarters for battalions, gunner’s shelters 
and pillboxes which will be separately discussed as another type of 
military structure in the coming session. Compared to pillboxes which are 
located near the coast for attacking invaders, bunkers are located on a 
further inland area supporting the company level. 
 
Examples of famous bunkers around the world include the Battle Box 
in Singapore, Bankstown Bunker in Australia and Diefenbunker in 
Canada.
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Figure 1. An Entrance of a Underground Magazine26 
 
 
Figure 2. A Underground Magazine with a Battery nearby27 
                                                 
26 A magazine in the Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence. 
27 Same magazine as that in Figure 2.46. The battery next to it is the Central Battery in Lei Yue Mun 
Fort. 
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History of Bunkers on Hong Kong Island 
 Since the purpose of the bunkers is mainly related to supporting the 
nearby military fortifications, it is estimated that bunkers on Hong Kong 
Island were built nearly at the same time as that of other fortifications on 
Hong Kong Island in a period between 1930 and 1940. Some of the 
locations of the headquarters are shown on Appendix 12. 
 
 Unlike pillboxes, since there were not many strategic war actions 
happening inside bunkers, it is hard to find archives mentioning their 
history. Yet, which company used the bunkers in the battle can still be 
traced by knowing which company manned the pillboxes nearby. 
Details of the companies manning coastal PBs can be found in the later 
section. From the details, it was therefore estimated that most of the 
bunkers on the southern shore were used by A,B,C and D companies of 
the 1st Middlesex while those on the northern shore were used by the Z 
company of the 1st Middlesex as well as 2/14 Punjabis and 5/7 Rajput. 
 
 Despite the fact that they had not directly witnessed how soldiers 
fought against invaders like the PBs had done, they protected many lives 
of different nationalities. Their achievement in keeping many defenders 
alive should be greatly appreciated.  
 
Features of Bunkers on Hong Kong Island 
 As bunkers need to protect the inhabitants from falling bombs and 
other various attacks, they are designed to have protection against blast 
and nuclear attack.  
 
Bunkers on Hong Kong Island are made by reinforced concrete and 
their doors are as strong as their walls. To minimize the size and expense, 
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a trap-door is used. And to reduce weight, the door is often made of steel 
with a fitted steel lintel and frame. If the door is on the surface and not 
underground it will be exposed to the blast wave, the edge of the door is 
normally counter-sunk in the frame so that the blast wave or a reflection 
cannot lift the edge. (See Figures 3 and 4) The doors of bunkers are found 
to be the same as that of pillboxes. 
 
 
Figure 3. A Close-Up of a Door 
of a Bunker28  
Figure 4. A Door of a Bunker29 
 
              
                                                 
28 Door of a headquarter in Wong Nai Chung Gap. 
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Observed from bunkers on Hong Kong Island, bunkers which are not 
underground usually have more than one door and window-like 
ventilation openings (See Figure 5). It is estimated that the purpose of this 
is for better ventilation and convenience. For bunkers below the ground, 
there is usually at least one ventilation shaft or an open area exposed to 
the surface for ventilation. (See Figures 6, 7 and 8)  
 
It was discovered that the roof of most of the bunkers on Hong Kong 
Island has a thickness of at least 10 inches. This thick roof is believed to 
withstand the destructive effect of falling bombs. From the side view, the 
roof of some bunkers has a wave pattern, indicating that the roof is not a 
flat roof. This helps the roof to mimic rocks. Also, it is covered by thick 
mud and plantings. With the rock-like roof, the mud and the plantings, 
bunkers could be successfully hidden from the detection of aerial 
surveillance by the Japanese invaders. (See Figure 9) 
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Figure 5. A Bunker on the Ground30 
                                                 
30 Door of a bunker near Wong Nai Chung Gap. 
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Figure 6. Underground Bunkers with an Open Area31 
                                                 
31 Underground bunkers in Mount Davis. 
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  Figure 7. An Opening of a Ventilation Shaft inside an OP32  
      
Figure 8. The Remains of a Ventilation Shaft of an OP above Ground33 
 
                                                 
32 OP in Jardine’s Lookout. 
33 OP in Jardine’s Lookout. 




Figure 9. Dr. Connie Hung Standing behind a Retaining Wall of the DD 
Access after the Site is Evacuated 34 
                                                 
34 A bunker near Wong Nai Chung Gap. 
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Pillboxes 
General Description of Pillboxes 
A pillbox is a structure built to stand attacks by small-arms fire and 
grenades and used to hold up the enemy advance. The name “Pillbox” has 
to do with the shape of the capsule used to hold medicine (pills). Figure 
10 shows how the real pillbox looks like the shape of the observation 
tower (the most obvious part) of a military pillbox. 
 
 
Figure 10. A Real Pillbox for Medicine Compared with an Observation 
Tower of a Military Pillbox 
 
According to the Columbia Encyclopedia, Sixth Edition 2008, a 
pillbox is defined as a small, low fortification that houses machine guns 
and antitank weapons. It is basically made of concrete, steel, logs or filled 
sandbags. It came into use during the early 20th century in the Belgian 
and French fortresses that were built before World War I. 
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History of Pillboxes on Hong Kong Island 
Pillboxes on Hong Kong Island were mainly built between the 
mid-1930’s and 1940 while pilllboxes on the southern coast were built 
earlier than those on the northern coast (Details can be referred to in 
Chapter 2 about the defence strategies of Hong Kong). Therefore, they all 
have a history of at least 70 years. Most of them are located along the 
coast to fill in the gaps of the costal defences left by the long range guns 
and protect them from seaward infantry assault. Some PBs are on the hills, 
especially in “gaps” which control key lines of transportation. Appendix 
12 shows the rough locations of the PBs on Hong Kong Island dated 18th 
December 1941 from Banham (2003: 96). 
 
Davies, Lai and Tan (2009, forthcoming) give a very good history of 
the pillboxes on Hong Kong Island. PBs on Hong Kong Island were 
mainly manned by the five companies of the 1st Middlesex Regiment of 
the Island Brigadier who were responsible for the defence of the island. 
PBs on the southern shore were mainly manned by the A, B, C, D 
Companies. PBs 1 to 11, from Sandy Bay to Aberdeen Island were 
manned by A Company; PBs 12 to 20 from Brick Hill to South Bay by C 
Company; PBs 21 to 30 from West Bay to Red Hill by B Company and 
PBs 31 to 39 from Tai Tam Harbour to Pak Sha Wan by D Company.  
PBs 53 to 72 from Belcher Point to Causeway Bay on the northern shore 
were manned by the Z Company which was replaced by 2/14 Punjabis on 
14th December 1941 when it was asked to man PBs 40 to 52 from Ah 
Kung Ngam to Bay View. When the Z Company was withdrawn from 
PBs 40 to 52 to Battalion Headquarters in Ventris Road, these PBs were 
then manned by the 5/7 Rajput. More detailed history on the role the PBs 
on Hong Kong Island played in WWII can be referred to in Davies, Lai 
and Tan (2009 forthcoming). 
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Features of Pillboxes on Hong Kong Island 
Pillboxes on Hong Kong Island are made of reinforced concrete. The 
thickness of their walls is generally about 12 inches, less thick than those 
along the Gin Drinker’s Line (Lai Davies, Tan and Yung 2009).  Their 
frontal, side and top design is examined. 
 
There can be 2 to 4 firing loopholes on the front side of a pillbox and 
it was manned by a crew of nine (Kemp,1956: 32) (See Figure 11). 
Soldiers fired machine guns positioned inside the pillbox at their enemies 
through these loopholes. Pebbles and mud were pasted on the external 
walls near the loopholes for camouflage.  
 
Figure 11. Loopholes of a Pillbox35 
 
Each firing loophole has a pair of steel shutters that open outwards to 
an angle when they hit the external walls of the loophole. Walls which are 
perpendicular to the surface of the loophole slant outward for guns to fire 
over an arc (120 degree at most) covering the defended locale (Davies, 
Lai and Tan, 2009, forthcoming) (See Figure 12).  
 
                                                 
35 Pillbox in Wanchai Gap. 
Loopholes 
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Figure 12. A Close-Up of a Loophole with Steel Shutters36 
 
On the top of the pillbox, there are an air shaft for ventilation and an 
observation position. The ventilation shaft is connected to finger-like air 
ducts which can also be observed from the roof top once the camouflage 
mud and vegetation are removed. To provide ventilation for the soldiers 
inside the pillbox, air will flow into the pillbox via the air ducts through 
the air shaft.  (see Figures 13, 14 and 15).  
 
                                                 
36 Pillbox in Wanchai Gap. 
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Figure 13. Top of a Pillbox37 
 
 
Figure 14. A Close-Up of an Observation Tower38 
                                                 
37 Pillbox in Wanchai Gap. 
25 Observation tower of a pillbox (PB3) near the Black’s Link, Wong Nai Chung Gap. 
Air shaft for Ventilation 
Observation Tower 
Air Duct 
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Figure 15. A Close-Up of an Air Shaft39 
 
At one side of the pillboxes is an entrance with a steel door.  The 
front part of the roof is slanting (See Figures 16 and 17). 
 
 
Figure 16. A Slanted Roof of a Pillbox
                                                                                                                                            
 
 
39 Observation tower of a pillbox (PB3) near the Black’s Link, Wong Nai Chung Gap. 
Roof slanting at an 
angle 
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Figure 17. A Steel-Made Entrance of a Pillbox      
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How could a pillbox escape from enemy aerial surveillance? As 
mentioned before, pebbles were stuck on the vertical surfaces and the 
roof top was covered by a layer of mud on which shrubs were planted. 
(See Figure 18) 
 
 




Plantings above mud 
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War movies often show enemies throwing grenades into any PB 
opening (say the air shaft) to kill soldiers manning the pillbox. In reality, 
it was very difficult as there is a grenade trap down the shaft.  The air 
ducts extend horizontally from the shaft, thus blasts of the grenades 




Figure 19. Internal Air Duct Openings inside the Air Shaft 
 
Internal Air Duct Openings in the Shaft 
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According to the tourist information displayed at Wong Nai Chung 
Gap (illustrations drawn by Mr. Y. K. Tan, the co-author of several PB 
papers led by Professor Lawrence Lai and Dr. Stephen Davies), inside a 
typical pillbox on HK Island, there were a water tank, a telephone, 2 to 4 
machine gun posts and some retractable military beds (See Figures 20, 21 
and 22). The PBs were self-contained with ammunition, grenades, food 
and water, and each of them was connected by telephone to Company 
Headquarters (Kemp, 1956: 32). 
 
 
Figure 20. A Plan of a Typical Pillbox 
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Figure 22. The Ceiling of a Pillbox41 
                                                 
40 Observation tower of a pillbox (PB3) near the Black’s Link, Wong Nai Chung Gap. 
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Regarding Lai, Davies, Tan and Lung (2009) about the PBs on the 
Gin Drinker’s Line, there are some differences between these PBs and 
those on Hong Kong Island shown in Table 2.41. 
 
Table 2.41. Differences between PBs on Hong Kong Island and those 




On Hong Kong Island Along the Gin Drinker’s Line 
1 Thicker frontal wall Thinner frontal wall with less 
than 20cm 
2 With tunnels Without tunnels 
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Batteries 
General Description of Batteries 
Batteries installed with guns play a very important role in defending 
an area. They were usually built near the sea for the coastal defense 
purpose of deterring sea invasions and were located within fortresses or 
redoubts. 
Guns shooting at longer range and with greater mountings in batteries are 
always more preferable. 
 
 For a formal definition of a battery, according to the Oxford Essential 
Dictionary of the U.S. Military, a battery is defined as a fortified 
emplacement for heavy guns. 
 
History of Batteries on Hong Kong Isalnd 
Most of the batteries on Hong Kong Island are located along the 
coast and only a few located on the hills or gaps. Therefore, this forced 
the Japanese invaders to take a land route rather than a sea route. The 
development pattern of batteries on Hong Kong Island was from the 
middle which is the city of Victoria spreading to the east and west 
extremities of the northern coast of Hong Kong Island and some areas in 
the southern shore of the island from 1846 to the time before the Pacific 
War. Therefore, most of them have a history of more than 75 years. The 
location of the batteries with information about the type of guns installed 
there can be seen from Appendix 12 drawn by Banham.  
 
When Britain reviewed the defence of Hong Kong in 1933, certain 
changes to the coastal defence were suggested. Over the period of 5 years 
from 1934-39, new batteries were planned for installation at Stanley, 
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Cape Collinson, Chung Hom Kok and Jubilee, and the battery at Mount 
Davis was to be modernized with new pattern 9.2 inch guns and 6 inch 
guns. Before the battle, Hong Kong was equipped with large calibre fixed 
coastal defence guns with calibres ranging from 4 inches up to 9.2 inches 
for its many different batteries (Davies, Lai and Tan, 2009 forthcoming). 
Table 2.42 shows the type and number of guns installed in main batteries 
on Hong Kong Island right before the war. When the Japanese invaded 
Hong Kong in 1941, there were 12 fixed coastal batteries in operation, 
namely Stanley, Bokhara, Mount Davis, Pak Sha Wan, Cape Collinson, 
Jubilee, Chung Hom Kok, Stonecutter’s West, Bluff Head, Belcher, 
Aberdeen and Cape D’ Aguilar. 
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Table 2.42 Number and Type of Guns in Main Batteries on  
Hong Kong Island 
Batteries Number and Type of Guns 
Stanley Battery 3 x 9.2 inch 
Bokhara (D’ Aguilar) 2 x 9.2 inch 
Mount Davis 3 x 9.2 inch 
Pak Sha Wan 2 x 6 inch 
Cape Collinson 2 x 6 inch 
Jubilee 3 x 6 inch 
Chung Hom Kok 2 x 6 inch 
Stonecutters West 3 x 6 inch 
Bluff Head 2 x 6 inch 
Belcher’s 2 x 4.7 inch 
Aberdeen 2 x 4 inch 
Cape D’ Aguilar 2 x 4 inch 
 
Source: Rollo, D. 1992, The Guns and Gunners of Hong Kong. The Gunners’ Roll of 
Hong Kong. Hong Kong. p.179 
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Features of Batteries on Hong Kong Island 
 Most of the batteries on Hong Kong Island have a circular shape with 
an opening for placing the guns (see Figures 23 and 24). The front side of 
the shooting should be facing a wall to hide the guns from the detection 
of invaders (see Figure 24). Sometimes, camouflage nets were placed to 
hide the guns as well. Also, there may be shields enclosing the gun 
emplacements. For instance, the gun shell in Lei Yue Mun for the 6-inch 
disappearing gun (No.1) which was concealed in the emplacement 
beneath a armored shield and was lifted to the firing position to be fired. 
The gun emplacements were made of reinforced concrete so as to 
withstand the great rebounding force of the guns when shooting. The 
larger the size of the gun emplacement, the heavier gun that can be placed 
inside. Most of the batteries are left with only the gun emplacements 
shells. There are no guns there, except for some in the Hong Kong 
Museum of Coastal Defence. 
 
 
Figure 23. A Battery for a 6-inch Gun42 
                                                 
42 A battery in Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence. 
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Figure 24. A  Battery with a Gun43 
                                                 
43 A battery in Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence. 




This chapter is divided into three parts, including Part One: 
methodologies used in investigating the existence and location of each 
type of military structures on Hong Kong Island and Part Two: 
methodologies for evaluating whether the military structures in case 
studies are worth preserving or not and Part Three: methodologies for 
making suggestions on the use of the assessed military structures. 
 
 
Existence and Location 
Bunkers 
To find out the location of existing bunkers, the latest survey maps 
with a scale of 1:500044 published by The Survey and mapping Office 
(SMO) of the Lands Department, the official mapping agency of the 
Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR), 
are used. In total, 14 maps covering the Hong Kong Island were bought 
(See Appendices 13 and 14). Twelve of them were last updated in 2008 
and two of them were recently updated in January of 2009. With frequent 
updates, it is believed that information on the maps can reflect the 
existence and accurate location of different objects.  
 
Since a bunker has a rectangular shape viewed from the top, 
                                                 
44 1:5000 is the smallest scale map that can still show the words “ruins” an indication which is crucial 
in identifying the bunkers. 
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rectangular shapes with the words “ruins” indicated on the maps are 
identified as bunkers existing nowadays. Figure 25 shows six bunkers 
which are highlighted in red identified on the survey map using the above 
method. The six bunkers identified on the map are correct since Ko (2001) 
has also indicated them as “Battery Building and Shelter” (see Figure 26). 
Although not all bunkers identified in survey maps are totally the same as 
that in Ko (2001), the general location of the bunkers is identical. 
Therefore, survey maps can still be used to indicate the general location 
of bunkers. 
 
The techniques of using survey maps and grid referencing has been 
previously used by Rollo (1992) for locating WWII batteries in Hong 
Kong. Following the approach of Rollo, instead of locating batteries, 
6-digit grid references are used to locate the identified bunkers. The 
survey maps used for investigation in this research are applying the 1980 
grid (HK1980 grid).45  There are square grids with 6-digit grid lines 
numbered sequentially from the origin at the bottom left of the map and 
therefore, I do not draw and name grid lines myself. The grid numbers on 
the east-west horizontal axis are called Eastings while those on the 
north-south vertical axis are called Northings.46 To name a grid reference, 
Eastings are given before Northings. The list of grid references indicating 
the locations of the existing bunkers is in the next section. 
                                                 
45 The HK1980 Grid is a local rectangular grid system based on the HK80 Datum and Transverse 
Mercator projection and is still used in cadastral, engineering surveying and large scale mapping in 
Hong Kong until now. More details can be found from the Explanatory Notes on Geodetic Datums in 
Hong Kong produced by SMO. 
46 See Wikipedia for “Grid Reference”, available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grid_reference 
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Figure 25. A Survey Map Showing Bunkers near Pinewood Battery.  
Source: (832 000E, 815 000N), 11-SW-A, 1:5000 Survey Map (HP5C) last updated 




Figure 26. A Map by Ko (2001) Showing Bunkers near Pinewood Battery in 2001 
Source: Ko, T.K., 2001, War Relics in the Green, Cosmos Books Ltd., Friends of the 
Country Parks, Hong Kong, p. 42. 
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Pillboxes 
Different from bunkers, pillboxes, which are relatively smaller in 
shape and do not agglomerate together at one point due to tactical reasons, 
can hardly be identified from the 1:5000 small-scaled survey maps used 
above. Most of the pillboxes marked on the map have no words like 
“ruins” or “pillbox” as indications. Some of the pillboxes are not even 
drawn on the map. Even when present largest scale survey plans which 
are in 1:1000 are used, many features especially pillboxes are not shown. 
Therefore, we could not depend only on current survey maps to locate 
pillboxes. Researchers including Davies, Lai and Tan (2009, forthcoming) 
have checked out the existence of all the coastal pillboxes in this 
forthcoming paper.47 Yet, the exact locations of those pillboxes have not 
been disclosed by them.  
 
In this research, I investigate the exact locations of five coastal 
pillboxes and six inland pillboxes. There are several steps to achieve this 
objective. First, read related archive materials so as to have a general idea 
of the districts or places where the pillboxes are situated and what the 
structure of a pillbox is. Second, according to Lai, Davies, Tan and Yung 
(2009: 17), post-war aerial photos taken by the Royal Air Force before 
1997, and those taken by a professional company, R.C. Huntings’ 
employed by the British government during 1963, can be used for 
locating the existing pillboxes mentioned above. These photos can be 
examined in the SMO of the Lands Department of HKSAR Government. 
Aerial Photos taken in 1963, 1964, 1949 and 1945 are the clearest and 
were examined. The technique of using aerial photos for locating 
                                                 
47 Please refer to the unpublished manuscript “Small World War II Coastal Gun Casemates, Pillboxes, 
and Open Machine Gun Positions on Hong Kong Island in Photos” written by Davies, Lai and Tan, 
2009 forthcoming 
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pillboxes in Hong Kong was first used in Lai, Davies, Tan and Yung’s 
paper published in 2009. 
 
Figure 27 shows the major characteristics of a pillbox identified from 
aerial photos. To identify pillboxes, it is therefore important to recognize 
the finger-like air ducts, the air shaft and the observation tower on the 
roof top of pillboxes from aerial photos. However, not every pillbox 
identified from aerial photos has these characteristics. Some of the 
pillboxes have been damaged by squatters making some of their 
characteristics disappear.  
 
 
Figure 27. A Drawing of the Major Characteristics of a Pillbox Found 
from Aerial Photos.48 
 
Apart from these characteristics, there is one more hint for 
identifying pillboxes situated in coastal areas. Pillboxes there are always 
accompanied with a search light shelter. A SL is easily recognized as it 
has a special shape like an axe shown in Figure 28.   
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Figure 28. A Drawing of a Typical Search Light Shelter Seen from Aerial 
Photos.49 
 
However, it is fundamental to know that there are certain constraints 
when using aerial photos for locating objects. As explained by Lai (1998: 
166), aerial photos show information of a place only at one point of time. 
Therefore, it is important to choose aerial photos taken in the appropriate 
time with the study of the corresponding history of the place at that time. 
Secondly, he also said that aerial photos are incapable of revealing 
matters ‘below the surface’. For instance, under apparent trees, there may 
be military objects which cannot be observed from the aerial photos. 
Therefore, even aerial photos taken in 2008 and also very clear, are not 
used for examining pillboxes. It is because trees have grown robustly and 
densely and pillboxes cannot be easily found from more recent aerial 
photos like those taken in 2008. Old aerial photos are mainly used in this 
part. Lai and Ho (2003: 87) mentioned some features, particularly 
pillboxes which always have pebbles stuck on their surfaces may be 
                                                 
49 This drawing is mainly based on Prof. Lawrence Lai‘s experiences in examining search light shelters 
from aerial photos. 
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camouflaged and can hardly be identified from some aerial photos. 
Consequently, careful analysis of the location should not only rely on 
aerial photos, but also survey plans. Moreover, Spurr (1960: 246) stressed 
that photo interpretation depends not only on visual acuity, but also 
mental acuity which is a more critical element. Visual acuity is developed 
through personal experience as well as knowledge in the field. To avoid 
wrong interpretation, a considerable amount of archive materials are 
consulted beforehand and survey plans are used for cross checking 
afterwards.   
 
Due to the limitations of aerial photos, to ensure accuracy, it is better 
to cross check the location by examining corresponding old survey maps 
(in a scale of 1:600) around 1963 showing less areas with larger objects. 
Different from the current largest scale (1:1000) survey maps, they show 
most of the small features (Lai and Ho, 2003: 87). Nevertheless, in some 
situations, these old maps may show incorrect information. For instance, 
search lights are often marked as pillboxes in those old maps. Also, not 
every place has old survey maps. Therefore, they are not examined before 
aerial photos and are only used for re-affirm purpose. The reference 
numbers of aerial photos and old maps (if any) which can show the 
precise location of the specific pillboxes are marked down into a table 
shown in the coming chapter. To have a clearer idea for the steps 
explained above, Figure 29 below can be consulted. 
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The final type of military structure I investigate is batteries. Batteries, 
which are in circular shape with an opening on one side, are much easier 
to recognize than bunkers and pillboxes from recent aerial photos. Figures 
30 and Figure 31 clearly shows the typical circular shape of a battery 
observed from an aerial photo. There are no research papers that have 
used aerial photos to locate batteries, but the technique used to locate 
batteries and pillboxes is more or less the same. 
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In this dissertation, I aim to look for the existence and the exact 
locations of batteries on Hong Kong Island. As for the steps for pillboxes, 
related archives are consulted first. Not only the districts of the batteries 
can be found out, but batteries that had been already demolished in the 
past can also be checked out. As the exact locations of the un-demolished 
batteries are not known, old aerial photos are examined. Following that, 
in order to check their current existence, aerial photos taken in 2008 or 
2007 (when structures cannot be observed clearly in 2008) are examined. 
Yet, as mentioned before, structures in recent aerial photos sometimes 
may not be obviously seen due to dense trees. Therefore, similar to the 
methodology used in locating pillboxes, the location of the batteries 
found in aerial photos are cross checked with the latest 1:5000 survey 




Figure 30. Aerial Photo Showing a 
Battery on Mount Davis. 
Source: Aerial Photo (CS13808) taken in 2008, 
SMO, Lands Department. 
 Figure 31. Shape of a 
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of aerial photos and grid references on survey maps showing precise 
location of existing batteries are incorporated into a table. Figure 32 
incorporates the steps explained above into a chart. 
 
 
Figure 32. Steps for Investigating the Existence and Locations of 
Batteries 
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Evaluation for Preservation 
Before evaluating the worthiness for preservation, it is essential to 
carry out on-site land surveying in order to understand the more detailed 
existing condition of the structures than in aerial photos and to have a 
better interpretation about the historical records.50 Evaluation cannot be 
accomplished if only aerial photos are studied. Bagley (1941: 111) stated, 
‘It is important to become acquainted with the appearances of objects by 
experience. Study of photographs should be accompanied by field trips 
with the photographs in hand and direct identification of objects pictured’. 
Also, Howard (1970: 154) mentioned that to obtain additional data, field 
survey should be carried out after arranging the aerial photos. Lai (1998: 
165) said, ‘it is extremely reckless to rely on aerial photographs alone to 
prove, disprove, infer or assess land uses’. 
 
In this dissertation, only some sites on Hong Kong Island, which are 
accessible on foot, for each type of military structures are chosen to carry 
out site visits due to personal safety. After examining the structures 
during the site visits, evaluation for preservation can then go forward. 
 
Miner’s work on Conservation of Historic and Cultural Resources 
(1983: 131-2) provides a checklist of criteria for evaluating the 
worthiness of heritage preservation. The worthiness of the specific 
military structures will be evaluated using the five critical 
considerations51 set by Miner which are elaborated in the Table 3.1 
below. 
 
                                                 
50 “On-site land surveying” is regarded as important factor for better interpret historical records in Lai 
and Ho (2003), p.86. 
51 Only some items under these five criteria are extracted as the others are used in evaluating historical 
buildings and may not be appropriate for evaluating the worthiness for military structures.  
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Table 3.1 Considerations for Evaluation by Miner (1983) 
1) Historic : ? Is the structure associated with a major historical 
event (whether cultural, economic, military, 
social, or political)? 
? Is the structure associated with a major group or 
organization in the history of Hong Kong? 
? Is the structure associated with a past institution 
which has contributed substantially to the life of 
Hong Kong? 
 
2) Architectural : ? Has the integrity of the original design been 
retained or has it altered? 
? Is it a unique example in Hong Kong of a 
particular architectural style or period? 
? Is it one of a few remaining examples in Hong 
Kong of a particular architectural style or 
period? 
 
3) Setting : ? Is the structure generally visible to the public? 
? Is the structure on its original site? 
? Is its present setting (like paving treatment, 
trees, walls) appropriate? 
 
4) Use : ? Is the structure accessible in a way that it can be 
feasibly adapted to contemporary use?  
? Is the building threatened with demolition by 
public/ private action? 
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5) Cost : ? Is preservation or restoration economically 
feasible? 
? Is continued maintenance after restoration 
economically feasible? 
? Has it got greater merits over other possible 
alternative uses permitted in OZP covering the 
opportunity cost?52  
 
 
 Miner provides only a critical checklist for evaluation, but he has not 
justified to what extent the heritage is worth preserving. Undoubtedly, if 
the military structure can satisfy the above five criteria, it is absolutely 
worth preserving. And if it satisfies none of the criteria, it should not be 
preserved. Some criteria which seem to be more important can outweigh 
others when considering different cases. Therefore, if the military 
structure can only fulfill 1 to 4 criteria, taking a balance between the 
criteria would be critical for making the judgment of whether to preserve 
it or not. 
 
 Suggestions on the Use  
 After justifying whether to preserve the military structure or not, it is 
vital to think over what the structures should be rehabilitated or how they 
can be properly managed to get rid of current threats of demolition or 
damage. Rehabilitating these valuable assets which are always neglected 
into some meaningful, educational or even economic and contemporary 
use may not only can arouse people’s interest in the military structures 
and war history of Hong Kong and attract more tourists who can generate 
                                                 
52 Not considered by Miner, but from economic point of view, it should be considered in the criteria of 
cost. 
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substantial income, but also maximize the value of our city and make our 
city more unique. Whether the above goals could be attained significantly 
depends on whether appropriate proposals could be made for the site. 
 
 When giving proposals on the use, several aspects need to be 
considered. Firstly, the basic information of the military structures 
including site area, degree of integrity, location, accessibility, existing 
physical condition and existing use should be taken into account. 
Secondly, the congruity of the suggested use with that of the 
neighborhood is of paramount importance. For instance, it sounds 
inappropriate to change a pillbox located on the hill into a boutique. The 
use of the boutique is totally mismatched with the surrounding 
environment. People go to the hill usually for hiking and definitely not 
for shopping. Even the commercial use of a boutique sounds economical, 
but it cannot really generate profit as other boutiques do. Without demand 
from customers, a shop is meaningless. On the other hand, no investor 
will like to open a boutique there as well. Suggestions therefore should 
carefully consider the surrounding environment which will affect the 
demand and supply of the use. Thirdly, the Outline Zoning Plan (OZP) of 
the preserved site should be checked out as well. It is a statutory 
document prepared and published by the Town Planning Board that 
controls the use of the site. Suggestions hence should match the planning 
intention of the TPB. With these considerations, appropriate feasible and 
meaningful use can be proposed.  
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS, ASSESSMENTS AND  
PROPOSALS ON MILITARY STRUCUTES 
 
This chapter is divided into three parts, including Part One: findings 
on the existence and location of each type of military structure on Hong 
Kong Island and Part Two: assessments, evaluations and proposals on the 
selected existing military structures on Hong Kong Island. Justifications 
for preservation and suggestions on the use of these selected ruins are 
presented in this part.  
 
Findings on Existence and Location 
Bunkers 
Table 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 shows the findings on the locations of 
existing bunkers identified from the latest 1:5000 survey maps using grid 
references. Table 4.11 presents findings on survey sheets with names 
beginning with 11-SW, Table 4.12 with 11-SE while Table 4.13 with 
11-NW and 11-NE. Figure 33 shows the general pattern of the locations 
of bunkers identified from the survey sheets. 
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Table 4.11. Locations of Bunkers in Survey Sheet (11-SW) 
Survey 
Sheets 
Locations The Nearest Features or 
Roads on Maps 
Grid References 
830 000E, 815 000N Jubilee Battery 
830 000E, 815 500N 
830 500E, 815 000N 
830 000E, 815 000N 
Mount 
Davis 
 Mount Davis Battery 
831 000E, 815 000N 





832 000E, 815 000N 
830 500E, 814 500N 
831 000E, 814 500N 
Sandy Bay Road the and 
Telegraph Bay Village 
831 000E, 814 000N 
Pok Fu Lam 
The Bethanie and Pok Fu 
Lam Village 
832 000E, 813 500N 
832 000E, 812 500N Yar Chee Villas 
832 500E, 812 500N 
11-SW-C 
Wah Fu 
Chi Fu Fa Yuen 832 500E, 813 000N 
Aberdeen Aberdeen Upper Reservoir 834 500E, 813 000N 11-SW-D 
Shouson 
Hill 
Las Pinadas 836500E, 812 500N 
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Table 4.12. Locations of Bunkers in Survey Sheet (11-SE) 
Survey 
Sheets 
Locations The Nearest Features or 




Yee King Road 838 000E, 815 500N 
Braemar 
Hill 
Wilson Trail 839 000E, 815 500N 
Red House 839 500E, 815 500N 
11-SE-A 
Mount 
Parker Kornhill 840 000E, 815 500N 
11-SE-B Pak Sha 
Wan 
Heng Fa Villa 
(previous Pak Sha Wan 
Battery) 
842 000E, 816 000N 
Tai Tam Reservoir Road 838 000E, 813 000N Wong Nai 
Chung Gap Wong Nai Chung Gap Road 
and Black’s Link 
837 500E, 813 000N 
839 000E, 813 000N 




Tai Tam Reservoir Road 
840 000E, 812 500N 
11-SE-D Tai Tam 
Gap 
Girl Guides Cecilia Mar 
Venture House 
841 500E, 813 500N 
 Chai Wan Muslim Cemetery and Fei 
Tsui Road 
842 000E, 813 000N 
843 000E, 812 000N  Tai Long 
Wan 
Hong Kong Trail 
843 500E, 812 000N 
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Table 4.13. Locations of Bunkers in Survey Sheets (11-NW & NE) 
Survey 
Sheets 
Locations The Nearest Features or 
Roads on Maps 
Grid References 
11-NW-B Ap Lei 
Chau 
Lei Tung Estate and Lee 
Wing Street 
833 750E, 811 000N 
Lan Nai Wan Village 842 000E, 811 000N 
Tung Ah Village 842 000E, 810 500N 
15-NE-B Lan Nai 
Wan 
Ngan Hang Village 842 000E, 810 500N 
Stanley Military Cemetery 840 000E, 808 000N 
Tai Tam Tau 840 500E, 806 500N 
15-NE-C Stanley 
Pak Sha Wan 840 500E, 807 500N 
Cape D’ Aguilar Road 843 000E, 808 500N 
843 000E, 808 500N 
842 500E, 808 000N 
842 500E, 807 500N 
843 000E, 807 500N 
843 500E, 807 500N 
15-NE-D D’Aguilar 
Peak Hok Tsui Lower Village 
843 500E, 808 000N 
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Main Districts of Bunkers 
A) Mount Davis 
B) Lung Fu Shan 
C) Pok Fu Lam 
D) Wah Fu 
E) Aberdeen 
F) Shouson Hill 
G) Lin Fa Kung Hill 
H) Braemar Hill 
I) Mount Parker 
J) Pak Sha Wan 
K) Wong Nai Chung Gap 
L) Tai Tam Reservoir 
M) Tai Tam Gap 
N) Chai Wan 
O) Tai Long Wan 
P) Ap Lei Chau 
Q) Lan Nai Wan 
R) Stanley 
S) D’ Aguilar Peak 
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Since there are no archives that have clearly marked down the stocks 
of the bunkers that existed in WWII, it is hard to know which bunker or 
how many bunkers have been demolished. Therefore, the findings above 
focus on the locations of existing bunkers which is very important for 
forward planning and conservation. 
 
From the findings above, bunkers on Hong Kong Island survive in 
locations including Mount Davis, Lung Fu Shan, Pok Fu Lam, Wah Fu, 
Aberdeen, Shouson Hill, Lin Fa Kung Hill, Braemar Hill, Mount Parker, 
Pak Sha Wan, Wong Nai Chung Gap, Tai Tam, Chai Wan, Tai Long Wan, 
Ap Lei Chau, Lan Nai Wan, Stanley and D’ Aguilar Peak. These areas are 
either near to the shore of the island or on hills. Bunkers in the findings 
often survive with nearby batteries, pillboxes or searchlight  
 
Most of them are located in country parks or beaches which are far 
from urban areas and only a few are near traffic areas. Along the northern 
coastline of central places, like Central, Wanchai, Admiralty and 
Causeway Bay, no bunkers are found in the map nowadays. It was 
therefore discovered that if a place has less accessibility and was less 
developed, the chance of the bunkers surviving is higher. This also 
explains why places (Long Tsai Tsuen, Tai Wan To, Lo Tik Wan, Tai Peng, 
Paak Kap Hang) on Lamma Island have more bunkers than Hong Kong 
Island.  
 
Also, from the economic perspective, as the northern coast is much 
nearer to Victoria Harbour, many developers always want to develop their 
buildings there so as to gain the panoramic sea view for greater profit. 
This greatly increases the values of land on the northern shore. 
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Considering the great economic opportunity cost for preserving ruins 
there, bunkers on the northern coast were doomed to be demolished to 
make way for other profitable developments. As bunkers do not really 
have special tactical military designs like pillboxes and batteries and look 
more or less the same as a building, it is believed that some of them might 
not be recognized as WWII military ruins by owners of the sites as well 
as those in the neighborhoods. Therefore, their actual values have not 




Far better than bunkers, the existence of coastal pillboxes on Hong 
Kong Island has been currently investigated by researchers including 
Davies, Lai and Tan through intensive site visits. According to their paper, 
(Davies, Lai and Tan, 2009 forthcoming), there are only 21 out of 72 
coastal pillboxes on the island that have survived. By briefly matching the 
name of the pillbox with that marked on Appendix 12, Banham’s map, it 
is discovered that as with bunkers mentioned above, coastal pillboxes that 
have survived are all located on the southern part of the island. Due to 
reclamation and high-rise development, most of the coastal pillboxes on 
the northern side of the Island were all demolished a long time ago.  
 
The existence of inland pillboxes has not been investigated recently. 
The findings here cover the locations of both inland and coastal pillboxes. 
Yet, locations of limited existing pillboxes (5 coastal and 6 inland) are 
found out due to difficulties encountered in locating the extremely small 
structures, pillboxes, in aerial photos. Table 4.14 presents their locations 
with old aerial photos and respective 1:600 maps (if any) which were 
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examined for re-affirmation purpose. Some aerial photos which can 
clearly show the shape of these selected pillboxes are brought to 
demonstrate how pillboxes are located by this technique (See Figures 
34-38).  
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Table 4.14. Locations of Selected Pillboxes with Reference Nos. of Aerial Photos and Names of Survey Maps 
Old Aerial Photos Old Survey Maps Locations 
Reference 
No. 
Year Sheet Name Month/ Year 
JLO1* 6994  1963 214-SW-2 02/1963 
JLO2* 6994 1963 214-SW-2 02/1963 
JLO3* 
Wong Nai Chung Gap 
 
6853 1963 214-SW-1 02/1963 
LCR1 7358 1963 213-NE-13 07/1962 
LCR2* 6839 1963 213-NE-8 07/1973 
LCR3* 
Lady Clementi’s Ride and 
Aberdeen Upper Reservoir 
6841 1963 213-NE-5 12/1969 
PB6 & SL53 Tin Wan Praya Road 6201 (81A/117) 1949 NA NA 
PB8 & SL Waterfall Bay 6100 (81A/127) 1949 212-SE-10 07/1963 
PB17 Repulse Bay Beach 6794 1963 231-NW-10 06/1963 
PB30 & SL* Turtle Cove Beach 6639 1963 231-SE-3 1974 
PB34 & SL* Shek O Beach 7612 1963 232-SW-8 1963 
*means aerial photos of that place have been selected and purchased. (See Figures 34-38) 
                                                 
53 PB6 was found to be demolished during site visit. 
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Figure 34. Old Aerial Photo Showing JLO1 and JLO2 
Source: Aerial Photo. 6994. 01 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Figure 35. Old Aerial Photo Showing JLO3 
Source: Aerial Photo. 6853. 01 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Figure 36. Old Aerial Photo Showing LCR2 and LCR3 
Source: Aerial Photo. 6839. 01 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Figure 37. Old Aerial Photo Showing PB30 and the SL nearby 
Source: Aerial Photo. 6639. 01 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Figure 38. Old Aerial Photo Showing PB34 and the SL nearby 
Source: Aerial Photo. 7612. 02 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Batteries 
 Table 4.3 shows the findings (old and recent aerial photos, recent 
survey maps) on the locations of most of the existing batteries on Hong 
Kong Island. Some batteries like Jubilee Battery are known to exist 
through site visits and examination of recent survey maps, but they 
cannot be clearly observed from both the old and recent aerial photos.  
Therefore, they have not been included in Table 4.15.  
 
Some old aerial photos which can clearly show the position of the 
batteries were purchased and can be found in Figures . Apart from having 
examples demonstrating how batteries are located in this research, there is 
also one example demonstrating the way of investigating the existence of 
batteries. Mount Davis was selected to be the example and therefore both 
old and recent aerial photos of this place were purchased (See Figures 39 
and 40).  
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Table 4.15. List of Existing Batteries and their Locations 
* means old aerial photo of that place have been selected and purchased. (See Figures 39 and 40)  
** means both old and recent aerial photos of that place have been selected and purchased. (See Figures 41 and 42) 
                                                 
54 It is now preserved as the Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence. Three Batteries in there therefore cannot really be seen in the recent survey map. 
55 Only one can be seen in aerial Photo in 2008 due to trees densely grown, but it is believed that both batteries still survive as it is located on recent survey maps.  
Old Aerial Photos Recent Aerial Photos Recent Survey Maps Name of Batteries 
 
No. of Gun 
Shells Ref. No. Year Ref. No. Year Sheet Name Grid Refs. 
830 000E, 815 000N  Mount Davis ** 5 7484 1963 CS13809  2008 11-SW-A  
830 000E, 815 000N 
Pinewood* 2 7478 1963 CS13806 2008 11-SW-A 832 000E, 815 000N 
Lei Yue Mun Fort54 3 7439 1963 CS19782 2008 11-SW-A 842 000E, 815 500N 
Pak Sha Wan  
(Heng Fa Chuen) 
1 7438 1963 CS19782 2008 11-SW-A 842 500E, 815 500N 
Cape D’ Aguilar55 2 6078(81A/133) 1949 CS14972 2006 15-NE-D 843 500E, 808 000N 
Bokhara  
(D’ Aguilar)* 
2 7626 1963 CS03624 2008 15-NE-D 844 500E, 807 500N 
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Figure 39. Old Aerial Photo Showing Batteries on Mount Davis 
Source: Aerial Photo. 7484. 02 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Figure 40. Recent Aerial Photo Showing Batteries on Mount Davies 
Source: Aerial Photo. CS13809. 25 Jul 2008. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Figure 41. Old Aerial Photo Showing Pinewood Battery 
Source: Aerial Photo. 7478. 02 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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Figure 42. Old Aerial Photo Showing Bokhara Battery 
Source: Aerial Photo. 7626. 02 Feb 1963. Survey and Mapping Office. Lands Department. Hong Kong. 
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1) Mount Davis 
2) Pinewood  
3) Lei Yue Mun Fort  
4) Pak Sha Wan (Heng Fa Chuen) 
5) Cape D’ Aguilar  
6) Bokhara (D’ Aguilar)  
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Since most of the batteries found to be existing, are located on the 
hill or hillside near the shore, many of them have been incorporated in the 
country parks without active management. It is believed that the batteries 
that are best managed are the Lei Yue Mun batteries in the Hong Kong 
Museum of Coastal Defence. 
 
Again, same as bunkers and pillboxes, batteries on the northern coast 
of the island like Belcher’s Battery, Fly Point, Murray Battery, Victoria 
and Wellington Battery have been demolished to make way for profitable 
developments like offices, shopping malls and residential buildings near 
the Victoria Harbour. Figure 43 shows the general pattern of the locations 
of the batteries (identified in this dissertation) on Hong Kong Island. 
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Assessments, Evaluations and Proposals on Selected Existing 
Military Structures 
 After knowing the location and existence of each type of military 
structures, site visits were carried out to some places that are accessible. 
Evaluations on the worthiness of these ruins for preservation and 
proposals on their future use were done. 
 
Bunkers and Batteries 
Some bunkers and batteries in two places including Wong Nai Chung 
Gap and Mount Davis were selected to be assessed and their worthiness 
for preservation evaluated. Wong Nai Chung Gap here has included some 
areas in Jardine’s Lookout. Suggestions on future use and preservation of 
these ruins is then be made after assessment and evaluation. Table 4.21 
shows the list of selected bunkers and batteries in Wong Nai Chung Gap 
and Mount Davis. 
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Table 4.21 List of Selected Bunkers in Wong Nai Chung Gap and Mount 
Davis for Assessment and Evaluation 
Place Location Military Structures 
On the summit of 
Jardine’s Lookout 
1 OP  
Near Wilson Trail and 
Sir Cecil’s Ride 
1 Bunker  
Wong Nai Chung 
Gap 
Near Hong Kong 
Tennis Centre on Wong 
Nai Chung Gap Road 
2 Bunkers (Headquarters 
of West Brigade) 






Wong Nai Chung Gap 
The Observation Post (on the Summit of Jardine’s Lookout) 
Site visits on this OP were carried out on 2nd and 27th December, 
2008. Location of this OP can be seen from Figure 44. It was discovered 
that trees have grown densely and robustly near the OP. The roof of the 
OP was the ground of the summit of Jardine’s Lookout. Therefore, it was 
hard to observe the OP from the top of the hill. There was also no road to 
access to it. To reach the indoor part of the OP, visitors need to step on the 
roots of the trees to create a path by themselves.  
 
   About the degree of integrity of the OP, it is found out that its door 
shutters have been lost (See Figure 45) but pebbles stuck in its front 
surface were still there. (See Figure 47) Since the wall of the OP has been 
painted (see Figure 46), it is believed that some visitors have visited it 
before. Its shape was still intact with an air shaft for ventilation on top. 
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Since the OP is located on the highest point of the hill, panoramic 
view of Victoria Harbor can be seen through its opening on the front wall. 
(See Figure37). According to the OZP, this OP is zoned as Country Park. 
Therefore, other high rise developments are not allowed and the 
economic opportunity cost for preserving it is quite low.  
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Figure 44. The Location of the OP at Jardine’s Lookout 
 
Figure 45. The Door of the OP at Jardine’s Lookout 
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Figure 46. Inside the OP at Jardine’s Lookout 
 
 
Figure 47. Pebbles on the Surface of the OP at Jardine’s Lookout 
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 After assessing the OP, its worthiness for preservation was done in 
Table 4.22. It was found out that the OP can highly fulfill Miner’s five 
criteria and hence it is very worthwhile to preserve it. 
 
Table 4.22. Evaluation of the Worthiness of the OP at Jardine’s Lookout 
for Preservation 
Historic - It was occupied by a platoon under Lieut. Birkett.56
after dawn on 18th December. This postponement of 
landing was caused by the rain and darkness. After 
landing, the platoon found the Japanese swarming up 
the northern slope of JLO. Throughout the morning of 
the day, the platoon was fighting against the Japanese 
which had an entire battalion there. Finally, Birkett 
was killed. (Stewart, 2005: 26,29) 
- It witnessed the deaths of Canadians soldiers for the 




- It was designed by British military engineers.  
- Steel components, like doors have been lost. 
- Shape is still intact.  
Setting - It is visible to the public who have read related 
archives or maps. 
- It is located on its original site. 
Use - It is still accessible for young people, but not for 
elderly as there is no road to it.  
- It is threatened by damage made by the public. (see 
the wall of the OP) 
                                                 
56 One of the four platoons of the Canadian Winnipeg Grenadiers. 
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Cost - The cost is low as cost required to construct a path to 
the OP and to rehabilitate it is needed only. 
  
It is suggested that a proper path can be constructed for people 
reaching the OP. Since this OP is located at a particularly high location, it 
can be rehabilitated into a pavilion with some information on its history 
and features. In this way, visitors can take a very good rest after walking 
from the slope to the summit of JLO. At the same time, they can enjoy a 
panoramic view of the Victoria Harbor as well as gaining interest in these 
disused military ruins. 
 
The Bunker near Wilson Trail and Sir Cecil’s Ride 
 Site visits on this OP were carried out on 2nd and 27th December, 
2008. It can be reached easily as there is a path reaching it. Trees have 
grown densely surrounding it, but it could still be clearly observed. (See 
Figure 50) Therefore, with this convenient location, squatters may 
attempt to occupy it. From Figure 48 showing inside the bunker, plastic 
containers, some rubbishes and graffiti were found. It is highly likely that 
some squatters have occupied this place before.  
 
It was very intact in shape and damage only appeared on the steel 
door (See Figure 49) and the surface of the wall inside by graffiti (See 
Figure 48). Unlike the OP on the summit of JLO, it located on the lower 
slope of JLO and is much more accessible and convenient. The zoning of 
this area is Country Park.  
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Figure 48. Inside the Bunker near Wilson Trail 
 
 
Figure 49. The door of the Bunker near Wilson Trail 
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Figure 50. The Bunker near Wilson Trail 
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After assessing the bunker, its worthiness for preservation was done 
in the Table 4.23. It is found out that the bunker can generally fulfill 
Miner’s five criteria (with less historical significance, but higher degree 
of integrity) and hence it is justified that it has a great potential for 
preservation and rehabilitation. 
 
Table 4.23. Evaluation of the Worthiness of the Bunker near  
The Wilson Trail for Preservation 
Historic - It is in the proximity of the 2 pillboxes JLO1 and JLO2. 
Therefore, it is predicted that it was most probably occupied 
by Winnipeg Grenades or HKVDC. 
- It was used for accommodating the heroic soldiers, but its 
historical significance is not as big as that of OP and 
pillboxes which are in the main areas of fighting. 
Architectu- 
ral 
- It was designed by British military engineers.  
- Some doors were damaged. 
- Shape is very intact.  
Setting - It is visible to the public. 
- It is located on its original site. 
Use - It is accessible by hikers. 
- It is threatened by damage made by squatters. 
Cost - The cost is low as cost required to rehabilitate it is needed 
only. 
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 With an intact shape and convenient location, it is suggested that this 
bunker can be rehabilitated as a public toilet for hikers as among the 
whole hiking path, there is no toilet available for hikers. To increase the 
use of this toilet, barbecue areas can be made in places nearby it. So, the 
residents living on the northern coast can have a nearer place for 
barbecueing. 
 
Headquarters of West Brigade 
  Site visit was carried out on 10th December 2008. This headquarters 
which is near Hong Kong Tennis Centre on Wong Nai Chung Gap Road 
consists of two existing bunkers (See Figures 51, 53 and 54). As it is 
located near the traffic road, it can be easily accessed and must be the 
most convenient bunkers that exist nowadays. Looking inside one of the 
bunkers (See Figure 52), there is a steel frame of a double deck bed 
proving that some squatters have been sleeping in there before. Squatters 
had been evicted by the government when the site visit was made. 
 
 Both bunkers are very intact with steel shutters and doors on the 
openings. The roof top is very intact so that the characteristics of the roof 
of the bunkers can be clearly illustrated in this example. The zoning of 
this area is Green Belt. Therefore, as it is located in an urban area, high 
rise developments are prohibited and a low opportunity cost of preserving 
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Figure 51. The Location of the Headquarters 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
 
 
Figure 52. Inside a Bunker of the Headquarters  
The Headquarters 
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Figure 53. A Bunker of the Headquarters 
 
 
Figure 54. Another Bunker of the Headquarters 
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After assessing them, their worthiness for preservation was done in 
Table 4.24. It was found out that the bunker can easily fulfill Miner’s five 
criteria (with great historical significance and high degree of integrity, 
setting, use and cost) and hence it is extremely worth preserving or 
rehabilitating it. 
 
Table 4.24. Evaluation of the Worthiness of the Headquarters of West 
Brigade for Preservation 
Historic - It was chosen by Brigadier Lawson as the headquarters of 
West Brigade. Even Brigadier Lawson later discovered that 
this place was very vulnerable for attack, there was no 
change made. On 0700 hours 19th December, the enemy had 
already surrounded the headquarters and later Brigadier 
Lawson was killed. Serious casualties resulted. (Muir, 1955: 
114-115) 
- Being a very critical place in the battle, these two bunkers 
have witnessed serious fighting and the death of Brigadier 
Lawson. Hence, they have great historical significance. 
Architectu- 
ral 
- It was designed by British military engineers.  
- Shape and doors are very intact.  
Setting - It is visible to the public. 
- It is located on its original site. 
Use - It is accessible by the public. 
- It is threatened by damage made by squatters. 
Cost - The cost is low as the cost required to rehabilitate it is 
needed only. 
 
The bunkers of the headquarters are next to an oil station and on the 
other side of the Hong Kong Tennis Centre. (See Figure 51) With a very 
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convenient location, it is highly recommended that the government 
rehabilitates this land as a small museum for WWII with special 
animation effects that can totally bring out the historical significant of this 
place. This is a very good opportunity for the new generations to 




The Bunkers and Batteries along Mount Davis Path 
 Site visit was carried out on 12th July 2008. Two above ground 
bunker (See Figures 56 and 57), and one underground bunker (See Figure 
58) and two 9.2 inch batteries were assessed in this visit (See Figure 55, 
60 and 61). All these bunkers and batteries are accessible on foot. The 
entrance of these above bunkers are blocked up by bricks or gated while 
the underground bunkers are surrounded by nets. This has prohibited 
visitors or squatters from entering any one of them. Yet, the batteries 
which are without guns are not blocked by nets or bricks.  
 
 All these structures are generally intact but the steel shutters and 
doors of the bunkers are all gone. These ruins are zoned as Government / 
Institution / Community (See Figure 62) which is quite different from the 
zoning of other ruins. Under Column 1 of the Statutory Plan where uses 
are always permitted are listed out, there is a use called education or 
visitor centre. Also, a report on Government planning and development 
study of Hong Kong Island South and Lamma Island in the South China 
Morning Post published in 2001 mentioned developing Mount Davis into 
a tourism attraction. There is therefore a great possibility that the 
government is going to preserve these sites. 
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Figure 55. The Location of the two Batteries Visited on Mount Davis 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 




Figure 56. An Above-Ground Bunker on Mount Davis 
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Figure 57. Another Above-Ground Bunker on Mount Davis 
 
Figure 58. An Underground Bunker on Mount Davis 
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Figure 59. Graffiti on the Ruins of a Gun Emplacement on Mount Davis 
 
 
Figure 60. A Gun Battery Emplacement on Mount Davis 
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Figure 61. Another Battery on Mount Davis 
 
 
Figure 62. OZP of Mount Davis 
Source: Statutory Outline Zoning Plan [online]. 2009. The Hong Kong Government.  
Available at <http://www.ozp.tpb.gov.hk/> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
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After assessing them, its worthiness for preservation was done in 
Table 4.25. It was found out that both the bunkers and batteries can fulfill 
Miner’s five criteria (with great historical significance and high degree of 
integrity, setting, use and cost) and hence it is extremely worthwhile to 
preserve or rehabilitate them. 
 
Table 4.25. Evaluation of the Worthiness of the Bunkers and Batteries on 
Mount Davis for Preservation 
Historic - As these bunkers are near to the summit of Mount Davis, it is believed 
that there may be some buildings near or of the Headquarters of Fire 
Command West where commands of firing were made from. From 
11th to 16th December, Mount Davis was under heavy attack. 
- The two batteries there were completed by 1912. On 8th December, the 
batteries opened fire on land targets in a counter battery role. The 
battery was blown up by its personnel on 25th December 1941. (Rollo, 
1992: 194) 
- The bunkers played an important role in saving lives and batteries 
there fired and played an active role in defence. Therefore they all 
have historical significance.  
Architectu- 
ral 
- It was designed by British military engineers.  
- Doors of the bunkers have all gone 
- Shapes of all these structures are intact.  
Setting - They are visible to the public. 
- They are located on its original site. 
Use - They are accessible by the public. 
- They are threatened by damage made by war game players. 
Cost - The cost is low as cost required for rehabilitation is needed only. 
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 Since there is not much in the archives about what the Headquarters 
of Fire Command experienced in the battle, the historical significance 
about the bunkers cannot be fully revealed. The bunkers and batteries are 
in the vicinity of the Mount Davis Youth Hostel and a barbeque site. 
Mount Davis is the site with most of the gun emplacements (5 gun 
emplacements) and luckily all of them and some bunkers still survive 
(refer to previous section on the findings on the existence and location of 
batteries). Therefore, this site has a very high educational value and a 
great potential for tourist attraction. It is highly recommended that the 
Mount Davis Path should be rehabilitated as an educational path for 
tourist attraction. Replicas of 6-inch guns can be made to be placed in the 
original gun emplacements. In this case, the bunkers can be rehabilitated 
into some small museums showing the information on the history and 
features of batteries. Flowerings can be planted in the surrounding 




This section consists two parts: Inland Pillboxes and Coastal 
Pillboxes. Since the proposals on the preservation and rehabilitation of 
coastal pillboxes have been done by  Davies, Lai and Tan (2009 
forthcoming), only existing inland pillboxes which have been located in 
previous findings section will be assessed in this section.  Therefore, for 
the past of inland pillboxes, six inland pillboxes which are mainly located 
in two areas: the Wong Nai Chung Gap and Lady Clementi’s Ride are 
assessed and evaluated. Proposals on the future use of these pillboxes  
were made after the assessment and the evaluation. Table 4.31 shows the 
list of existing inland pillboxes that are evaluated and assessed in this 
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section. 
 
Table 4.31 List of Selected Inland Pillboxes on Hong Kong Island for 
Assessment and Evaluation 
Place Name of Pillbox 
JLO1 
JLO2 




Lady Clementi’s Ride  
LCR3 
 
However, there are no photos and maps showing the locations and 
appearance of the coastal pillboxes in Davies, Lai and Tan (2009 
forthcoming). Therefore for the part of Coastal Pillboxes, photos and 
maps showing the locations and appearances of some coastal pillboxes 
are shown. Table 4.32 shows the list of existing coastal pillboxes that are 
involved in this part. 
 
Table 4.32 List of Selected Coastal Pillboxes on Hong Kong Island 
where Site Visits have been made 
Place Name of Pillbox 
Tin Wan Praya Road PB6 & SL 
Waterfall Bay PB8 & SL 
Repulse Bay Beach PB17 
Turtle Cove Beach PB30 & SL 
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Inland Pillboxes 
Wong Nai Chung Gap 
 There are three pillboxes namely JLO1, JLO2 and JLO3 in the area 
of Wong Nai Chung Gap. JLO1 and JLO2 are very close and are located 
on the hiking path on the Jardine’s Lookout (See Figure 63) while JLO3 
is located on a slope that can be reached from Black’s Link (See Figure 
64). Site visits were made on 2nd and 27th December, 2008. It was 
discovered that there were only tourist information posts for JLO1 and 
JLO2. Therefore, visitors who do not know the existence of JLO3 will not 
attempt to visit it. Both JLO1 and JLO2 can be easily accessed with some 
climbing and observed from the hiking path. Yet, since JLO3 is located 
on a slope, it cannot be observed from the ground on Black’s Link. 
Standing on the Link, only the entrance of a short tunnel opening can be 
seen (See Figure 68). To reach JLO3, a trench along the slope is stepped 
on. Although the historical significance of JLO1 and JLO2 has been 
recognized by the government, these two pillboxes are still wasting away.  
 
 About the degree of integrity of the pillboxes, it was found that they 
were generally in good shape and that the loophole, air shaft and the 
observation tower still survive. Yet, their steel shutters and doors are gone. 
And most of their loopholes and doors except JLO3 are filled with 
concrete blocking its entry. Some steel shutters and door of JlO3 still 
survive. JLO3 was found to be in a better condition than that of JLO1 and 
JLO2. This may be explained by the fact that fewer people have visited or 
illegally occupied it and hence less damage caused. (See Figures 65-70) 
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Figure 63. Satellite Photo Showing the Location of JLO1 & JLO2 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
 
 
Figure 64. Satellite Photo Showing the Location of JLO3 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
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Figure 65. JLO1 
 
 
Figure 66. JLO2 
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Figure 67. Inside JLO2 (A Photo Taken by a Son of Mr. Dave Manning) 
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Figure 68. The Tunnel Entrance of JLO3 
The Tunnel Entrance 
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Figure 69. JLO3 
 
 
Figure 70. Inside of JLO3 
 
After assessing them, their worthiness for preservation is done in  
Table 4.33. It was found out that the pillbox can greatly fulfill Miner’s 
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five criteria (with great historical significance and high degree of integrity, 
setting, use and cost) and hence it is extremely worthy of preservation. 
 
Table 4.33. Evaluation of the Worthiness of JLO1, JLO2 and JLO3 for 
Preservation 
Historic - JLO1 and JLO2 were manned by No.9 Platoon, No.3 company 
(Eurasian) HKVDC. But once fighting started, some Winnipeg 
Grenades came to assist. They contributed a magnificent effort 
on defending the area so that the Japanese suffered the heaviest 
casualties on Hong Kong Island. They were captured after 12 
hours severe fighting on 19th December. Lieut. Field who 
showed great determination and fighting spirit after being 
severely wounded on four separate occasions and should be 
highly praised (Stewart, 2005: 26-30) 
- The fighting actions of JLO3 are not known. 
- Both JLO1 and JLO2 have great historical significance. 
Architectu- 
ral 
- They were designed by British military engineers.  
- Their shape is intact with some damage to the steel 
components.  
Setting - They are visible to the public. 
- They are located on the original site. 
Use - They are accessible by the public. 
- They are threatened by damage made by the public. 
Cost - The cost is low as the cost required to rehabilitate and construct 
apath to access them is needed only. 
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 It is suggested that there should be paths constructed to improve the 
accessibility of JLO1, JLO2 and JLO3.  
A tourist information post should be made for JLO3 as well. Since JLO1 
and JLO2 are on the hiking path on the hill, even they can be rehabilitated 
to other uses as a tourist attraction, it is estimated that not many visitors 
will go to this spot and these sites will again be used by squatters. 
However, JLO3 is very near to urban areas and in the vicinity of the 
existing Headquarters of West Brigade which is suggested to be a 
museum in the above part. Therefore, the museum site can be extended to 
JLO3 which shows a very intact pillbox. Using this example, the war 
actions in JLO1 and JLO2 can be demonstrated to the public and other 
visitors. Adding this real strategic defence structure into the museum, the 
museum will become more interesting and meaningful and have a greater 
potential to develop into a famous tourist spot.   
 
Lady Clementi’s Ride 
 Site visit was carried out 21st February 2009. The exact location of 
the 3 pillboxes near the Aberdeen Upper Reservoir namely LCR1, LCR2 
and LCR3 are shown in Figures 71 and 72. They are included in part of 
the Aberdeen Country Park and are accessible on foot. No squatters were 
found there during the visit. 
 
 All pillboxes in this area are in good shape with air shafts and 
ventilation towers still on top of it. The steel shutters and doors are still 
there, expect that of LCR3. (See Figure 73-75) These areas are zoned as 
Country Park.  
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Figure 71. Satellite Photo Showing the Location of LCR1 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
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Figure 72. Satellite Photo Showing the Location of LCR2 & LCR3 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
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Figure 73. LCR1 
 
 
Figure 74. LCR2 
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Figure 75. LCR3 
 
 
Figure 76. The Nearby Area of LCR3 
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Table 4.34. Evaluation of the Worthiness of LCR1, LCR2 and LCR3 for 
Preservation 
Historic - They were last defended by the Royal Scots who were under 
serious attacks on the 25th December. They once successfully 
beat back an infantry attack and were finally captured an hour 
before the official surrender. (Ko, 2001: 33-34) 
- They witnessed fighting and played an active role in defending 




- They were designed by British military engineers.  
- They are intact and in good condition. 
Setting - They are visible to the public. 
- They are located on the original site. 
Use - They are accessible by the public. 
- They are threatened by damage made by the public. 
Cost - The cost is low as cost required to rehabilitate is needed only. 
 
 During the visit, it was discovered that there were some people 
hiking in the area. They were curious about these ruins. Since, there are 
more people hiking in this area than in JLO1 and JLO2 in Jardine’s 
Lookout, it is suggested that a military education trail using these three 
pillboxes as an attraction can be established. LCR1 and LCR2 are 
suggested for rehabilitations into pavilions open to the public with 
information on the battle in Wan Chai Gap where hikers can take rest in 
them and learn more about WWII. On the other hand, LCR3 (See Figure 
76) has a wider road to access and is near to a barbecue site with greater 
pedestrian flow than LCR1 and LCR2, and it is believed that it can be 
rehabilitated into a small tuck shop selling snacks and water to hikers and 
people barbecuing. An information post can be posted outside it to arouse 
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 Site visits to the pillboxes were made on 18th February 2009, except 
that for PB6 Tin Wan Praya Road was on 22nd January 2009. All these 
pillboxes are surviving except PB6 with only the SL left. Photos and 
satellite maps of each selected coastal pillboxes are shown below. 
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PB6 (Tin Wan Praya Road) 
 
 














Figure 78. Satellite Photo Showing the Location of SL & Demolished PB6 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
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PB8 & SL (Waterfall Bay) 
 
Figure 79. The Location of PB8 & SL in Waterfall Bay 
 
 
Figure 80. PB8 & SL in Waterfall Bay 















Figure 81. Satellite Photo Showing the Location of PB8 & SL 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
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PB17 (Repulse Bay Beach) 
 
 














Figure 83. Satellite Photo Showing Location of the PB17 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 
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PB30 & SL (Turtle Cove Beach) 
 














Figure 85. Satellite Photo Showing the Location of PB30 & SL 
Source: Centamap. 2009 Centamap [online] Available at 
<http://www.centamap.com/gc/home.aspx> [Assessed 22-03-2009] 




 Colonial military heritage, which is a reminder of the past and a 
lesson for the future showing how different nationalities united together 
to fight desperately in the battle, is no longer staying quiet in inaccessible 
areas and being neglected by the public.  
 
This dissertation can arouse public attention to colonial military 
heritages by documenting the history and features of different types of 
military structures including bunkers, pillboxes and batteries on Hong 
Kong Island as well as showing how other East Asian countries make use 
of these ruins to develop their tourism.  
 
The key contribution of this research includes finding out the 
existence and location of bunkers, pillboxes and batteries on Hong Kong 
Island as well as assessing, evaluating and making proposals on some of 
these structures. It was found out that military structures only exist on the 
southern side of the island nowadays. Ruins on the northern coast have 
either been relocated or simply demolished to make way for high-rise 
developments near Victoria Harbour where land there is much more 
expensive. Another finding of this research is that all the selected 
structures that have been assessed and evaluated are generally intact and 
are worth preserving according to Miner’s five criteria.  
 
This research has also clearly demonstrated how survey maps and 
aerial photos can be used for investigating the location and existence of 
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these ruins. This technique can also be applied to other buildings or 
structures. 
 
 Apart from making proposals on preservation and rehabilitation of 
these invaluable military sites, actively managing them and providing 
access to them, it is also of paramount importance for the government to 
promote these WWII ruins as well as educating the public about them. 
Only with greater publicity and more education, will local people feel 
interested in these ruins and visitors will be attracted to these sites 
generating more unexpected economic benefits for Hong Kong. With this 
change of mindsets, it is believed that the name, cultural desert, will not 
be suitable for describing Hong Kong anymore in the coming future. 
 
Limitation and Further Study 
 There are mainly two limitations in this research. Firstly, due to 
limited time and resources, only recent 1:5000 survey maps are used to 
locate bunkers. The larger scale of recent survey maps can be examined 
and site visits can be made to the bunkers to re-affirm their locations. This 
research just presents a very rough idea of the general pattern of bunkers’ 
location.  
  
 Secondly, due to dense and robust trees grown in the hills and 
country parks, pillboxes and batteries can hardly be located and 
sometimes will be wrongly located. The more experience one has on 
examining aerial photos, the higher the accuracy of the locations is. More 
archives can be read to assist in locating the structures. 
 
 Since this research focuses on only some military structures on Hong 
Kong Island, there are still lots of invaluable military ruins left by  
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Britain. Therefore, it is highly recommended that further studies should 
be done on Kowloon and New Territories. Also, it is suggested that more 
detailed proposals can be made on the arrangements for rehabilitation and 
preservation of these structures.  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Map Indicating Key Areas on the Hong Kong Island of the Battle 
 
 
Source: Kemp, P.K. 1956. The 1st Battalion in Hong Kong. S.N. S.I. 
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Appendix 2: Map Indicating the Path of the Japanese Attack on the 
Mainland from 8th December to 13th December 
 
 
Source: Ko, T.K. and Wordie, J. 1996. Ruins of War: A Guide to Hong 
Kong’s Battlefields and Wartime Sites. Joint Publishing (H.K.) Co., Ltd. 
Hong Kong. p.42. 
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Appendix 3: Map Indicating the Path of the Japanese Attack on the 
Island from 13th December to 25th December 
 
 
Source: Ko, T.K. and Wordie, J. 1996. Ruins of War: A Guide to Hong 
Kong’s Battlefields and Wartime Sites. Joint Publishing (H.K.) Co., Ltd. 
Hong Kong. p.42. 
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Appendix 4: Photos of Preserved Military Sites in Singapore (Battle 
Box, Fort Siloso and Johore Battery) 
 
 
The Battle Box 
 
 





Source: Singapore Tourism Board. Available at  
http://www.visitsingapore.com/publish/stbportal/en/home/what_to_see/w
orld_war_ii_sites/  
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Entrance of Fort Cornwallis 
 
Source: Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board. Available at 
http://www.tourismmalaysia.gov.my/en/destinations/item.asp?item=fortco
rnwallis 
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Appendix 6: Photos of Preserved Military Sites in the Philippines 




Front Entrance of Fort San Pedro 




Main Entrance of Fort San Tiago 
Source: Wikipedia, available at 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Santiago 
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Appendix 7: Photos of Preserved Military Sites in Macau (Mount 
Fortress, Mong- Ha Fort and St. Francisco Barracks) 
 
  
Mount Fortress(left), Mong- Ha Fort (right)  
 
 
St. Francisco Barracks  
 
 
Source: Macau Government Tourist Office, Available at 
http://hk.macautourism.gov.mo/en/discovering/sightseeing_detail.php?cat
id=41 
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Appendix 8: Photos of Preserved Military Sites in Macau (Guia 









Source: Macau Government Tourist Office, Available at 
http://hk.macautourism.gov.mo/en/discovering/sightseeing_detail.php?cat
id=41 
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Appendix 9: Photos of the Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defense 
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Wavell House (left), Cassels Block (right) 
 
 
Source: Hong Kong Park, available at 
http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/parks/hkp/en/background.php 
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Appendix 11: Photo of Murray House 
 
 
Night-time Murray House 
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Source: Banham, T. 2003. Not the Slightest Chance: the Defence of Hong Kong, 1941. Hong Kong University Press. Hong Kong. p.96
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Appendix 13: Survey Map Index (1:5000: HP5C Series) 
 
Source: SMO, Lands Department
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